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POPULAR TALES.
Above, below, in ocean, air and skv,
Thy fairy worlds, Imagination, lie.
saw him seated by their pleasant little hearth, 
sometime reading to Margaret, while she plied 
her needle, or occasionally winding her silks 
and arranging the spools in her work-table— 
their young voices mingling in song or laugh­
ter, she felt how powerful was the influence of 
a good sister, and lifted up her soul to the 
Rock of their salvation. Somewhat more of 
filial respect and obedience she might have 
deserved, but was content that her own claims 
should be overlooked, might he only be res­
cued.
Months fled, and her pallid cheek already 
resumed the tinge of a long forgotten happi­
ness.
One day, when the spring made the earth 
beautiful, on suddenly entering Margaret’s 
little chamber, she surprised her in a passion 
of tears.
‘My daughter! My dear child !’
‘Oh, mother, I wish you had not come.’ 
‘Tell me, are you sick?’
‘Oh no, not sick; only my heart is broken.’ 
‘Can you not trust me with your troubles.’ 
Long and bursting sobs followed, with stifled 
attempts at utterance.
‘Mother, we have been so long happy, I 
cannot bear to destroy it all. Richard, my 
poor brother— ’
‘Speak! What has he done?’
Hiding her face in her mother’s bosom, she 
said, in broken tones :
‘You ought to know—I must tell you,— It 
cannot be concealed, that he often comes home 
late, and disguised with liquor. I tried to 
shut out the truth from myself. Then I tried 
to hide it from others. But it is all in vain.’ 
‘Alas ! I thought he was changed, that your 
hand had changed him. Tell me what have 
you discovered.’
‘I would fain spare you. But I have seen 
enough, for weeks past, to destroy my peace.
ful life, and that his death by sudden disease | Last niSht you retired before he came home- 
in the prime of his days, would bean ^  | He entered with a reeling step, and coarse, 
speakable loss to his wife and little ones.— hateful words, I strove to get him into his bed
Pitying kindness strove in the hearts of these; Iest he mi?ht disturb >T° U* But he WIthstood 
honest people, and whatever service their Ime- His fair, blue eyes were like balls of fire, 
means allowed was promptly rendered. i tj and he cursed me till I fled from him.’ 
was the earnest desire of the widow to keep, | The mother clasped her closer to her heart 
if possible, the cottage where they had resided : and bathed her brow with tears, 
since their marriage, and which was morel ‘Look to Him, my child, who ordereth all 
dear from having been built by the hands of j our trials. Night after night have I spent in 
her husband. They respected her diligence; prayer for the poor, sinful boy-’ 
and prudence, and'at their seasons of fruit-! ‘Oh! then you have known it long. Moth- 
gatherings and harvests she was not forgotten, i er yoa have been too indulgent. You should 
But as her health, which had been worn down warn him, and give him no rest, until he re- 
by watching and sorrow, returned, her ener-! Pent and forsake his wickedness.’ 
gies also quickened to labor, that she might! ‘All that was in my power to do, has been 
bring up her children without the aid of char-1 done. I have not spared hirn. But he revolt- 
ity; and her efforts were prospered. led. He despised my woman’s voice, my moth-
In the course of a few years it was thought’ er’s love. I forbode to distress your young 
advisable for her daughter, who was ingenious; heart with all that I might have reveal- 
with the needle, to go to a neighboring town I ed. I feared to damp the efforts on which my 
and obtain instruction in the trade of a dress hopes were built. I told you freely of his
[From Smith’s Herald and Gazette.]
TIIE WIDOW AND BER SON.
BV MRS. L. H. SIGOURNEY.
'‘•Care and peril, instead of joy,
Guilt and dread, may be thine, rash boy,
Lo ! thy mantling cup of life
Foamcth with sorrow, and madness, and strife.
It is well! I discern a tear on thy cheek, 
lt  is well! Thou art humbled, and silent and weak, 
Now courage, again! and with peril to cope 
’Gird thee with vigor, and arm dice with hope.”
—[Martin F . T u pp e r .
A group of villagers surrounded an open 
grave. A woman holding two young children 
by the hand, was bowed down with grief.— 
There seemed to be no other immediate 
mourners. But many an eye turned on them 
with sympathy, and more than one glistened 
with tears.
In a small rural community, every death is 
felt as a solemn thing, and, in some measure, 
a general loss. The circumstances that attended 
it, are inquired into, and remembered, while in 
cities, the frequent hearse scarce gains a glance 
or a thought from the passing throng.
On this occasion it was distinctly known 
that Mr. Jones, the carpenter of the village, 
who was that day buried, had led a reproach-
my cradle. W e  shall probably be married 
next autumn, and then------ ’
‘And then what?’
‘Oh, brother, then I hope you will do all in 
your power to comfort mother, when I shall 
not be here.’
‘Not be here ! Do you expect to move to 
Oregon, or sit on the top of the Andes, with 
this remarkable sweetheart of yours ?’
‘We shall not leave the village. But when 
I have a new home and other duties, I hope 
you will be daughter and son both to our poor 
mother. Remember how hard she has work­
ed to bring us up, how she has watched in 
sickness, and prayed for us at all times. Her 
only earthly hope is in us, especially in you, 
her son.’
‘Margaret, what are you driving at, with all 
this grand preface ?’
‘Oh, Richard! forsake those evil associates 
who are leading you to ruin. Break off the 
habit of drinking, that debases and destroys 
you. For the sake of our father’s unblemish­
ed memory, for the sake of the sister who 
loves you as her own soul.’
‘For the sake of what else? of Bill Palmer,
I suppose. Is there never to be an end to 
these women’s tongues? Just so it has been 
this three years—preach! preach! preach! till 
I have prayed for deafness. No rest have I 
had, for Mrs. Jones’ everlasting sermons, and 
now you must needs come to her aid, like a 
chattering magpie.
The young girl heeded not that his eyes 
flashed, or that the veins of his neck were 
swollen and sanguine. Throwing off the 
timidity of her nature, with high and solemn 
emphasis, as one inspired.
‘If you have no pity on the mother who 
bore you, no tender memory of the father who 
laid his hands on your head when they were 
cold in death, no regard for an honest, honor­
able reputation, at least have some pity on 
your own undying soul, some fear of the bar 
of judgment, of the worm that never dies,and 1 and reproving eye. 
seek mercy, while there is hope, and repent, ! e we of some mighty and
The daily allowance of strong drink, was his 
principal resource, when at first, the sea-sick­
ness seized him, and afterwards, when his sea 
sins sank him still lower in brutality. Low 
language, bad songs, and frequent broils, were 
entertainments in the forecastle, while the 
toilsome duties of a raw sailor before the mast, 
were embittered by the caprices of the Cap­
tain, himself a votary of Intemperance. A 
stronger shadowing forth of the intercourse of 
condemned spirits could scarcely be given, than 
the fierce crew of that rude vessel exhibited, 
shut out for years from all humanizing holy 
influences. Yet strange to say, the recreant 
who had abused the indulgence of home, and 
the supplications of love, derived some benefit 
where it could least have been anticipated.—  
Indolence was exchanged for regular employ­
ment, and he learned the new and hard lesson 
of submission to authority; and whatever 
lawless spirit is forced to industry by the sub­
jugation of its will, it must in some degree be 
a gainer. So with the inconsistency of our 
fallen natures, the soul that had spurned the 
sunbeam, and hardened under the shower, was 
arrested by the thunder-bolt, and made wise 
by the lightning.
Accident and ill-fortune protracted their voy­
age several months beyond its intended limits. 
While pursuing a homeward course, some 
seasons of serious reflection, when not under 
the sway of intemperance, came over Richard 
Jones. For he was not utterly hardened, and 
prayers continually rose up from liis forsaken 
home, that if yet in the land of the living, he 
might repent and find hope. Conscience, at 
times, wrought powerfully, so that he dreaded 
to be alone, or turned as a refuge to the wild 
revelry of comrades whom he hated.
Once, as he paced the deck in his midnight 
watch, while the vessel went rushing onward 
through the deep, dark sea, solemn thoughts 
settled heavily around him. Here and there 
a star looked down upon him with watchful 
He felt alone, in the pres- 
mysterious Being.
maker. Richard, who was two years younger, 
remained with his mother, attending in winter 
the village school, and at other periods of the 
year finding occasional employment among 
the fanners in the vicinity. It was observed 
by all how much the widow’s heart was bound 
up in him, and how she was always devising 
means for his improvement and happiness.
danger from evil associates, but relied on the 
power of your love too much, too fondly.—  
Yet, you have been an angel to him and to 
me.’
‘Mother, I will myself rebuke him. I will 
speak for you and for God.’
‘Margaret, may He give you wisdom.-— 
Should his mind not be in a right state, vour
But as Richard grew older, he liked the J words will be hurled back upon your own head, 
society of idle boys, and it was feared did not Sometimes I have poured out my whole soul
fully appreciate or repay her affection. He 
was known to be addicted to his own way, and 
had been heard to express contempt for the
in reproof to him. Then, again I have re­
frained, to save him from the sin of cursing 
his mother. Yet speak to him, Margaret if
that you may be forgiven.’
‘I tell you what, I’ll not hear this from you. 
I know something to make fine sounding 
speeches of, myself. Your mother has been 
slandering me, prohibiting the traffic in li­
quors, as I understand. For aught I know, 
her eloquent daughter was her spokesman.—  
Most wise woman! as if there was but one 
place in this round world where it may be 
bought. Hypocrites, both of you! making 
boast of your love, and publishing evil against 
me. Look out, how you drive a man to des­
peration. If you see my face no more, thank 
yourselves.’
And with a hoarse imprecation he threw 
himself over the garden fence and disappeared. 
That night there was agonizing grief in the 
cottage, tears and listening for the steps that 
came not. There were days of vain search 
and harrowing anxiety, closed by sleepless 
Watchings. A las! for the poor mother’s heart! 
What had the boy been led to do! What!—  
Had not his sister been too severe ? Would 
that her reproaches had been less sore to his 
heart, or that she had taken a better time,when 
he might have been more patient. Thus 
travailed the yearning heart of his mother,with 
the old, blind Eden policy, tain  excuse.
Again, another tide of struggling emotion.
Early memories returned; the lessons of the 
Sabbath school,the plaintive toll of the church 
bell— the voice of his mother, as seated on her 
knees she taught him of that dear Savior, who 
took the children to his breast, and blessed 
them. A few drops of rain fell from a pass­
ing cloud upon his head. In the excitement 
of the reverie, he gasped,
‘These are her tears ! Y es! just so they 
fell on my forehead, when she used to beseech 
me to forsake the foolish, and live, and go in 
the way of understanding.’
He leaned over the vessel’s side. The rain 
drops ceased, and the phosphorence of the 
waters was like a great lake of fire. The bil­
lows rose, tossing their white crests for a mo* 
ment, and then sank in the burning flood.— 
He watched them till his brain grew gid­
dy. Presently, a single moonbeam shot through 
the cleft of the cloud. As it glimmered over 
the stirge, he thought a face loomed up and 
gazed on him—a fair young face paler than 
marble. A hand stretched itself out, arms 
seemed to bend in an embracing clasp, a float­
ing death-shroud to enfold the whole, and all 
was lost forever.
‘Oh, Margaret ! Oh ! my sister !’ he ex­
claimed. ‘Just as she looked when she ab­
jured tne in the name of God, to have pity on
authority of women. There were rumors of you will. May God give power to your words, 
his having frequented places where liquor was Still, I cannot but fear lest you take a wrong 
sold; yet none imagined the disobedience and J time, when he be inflamed by intemperance.’ 
disrespect which that lonely cottage witnessed; j ‘Be at peace in this, dearest mother I will 
for the mother complained only to God, in the not touch a subject but at a fluting time.’
The mournful widow had little hope from 
the intended appeal of her daughter. Indeed  ^
she inwardly shrank from it, for she knew the
low sigh of prayer. She was not able to 
break his intimacy with evil associates, and 
ere he reached his eighteenth year, had too 
much reason to believe hima partaker in their temper of her son. Yet she humbled herself 
vices. It was supposed she was unacquainted j to go to the vender of strong liquors, and be- 
with his conduct, because she spoke not of it | seech him to withhold it fromhim, in the name
\ \  ould he but come even as he had so often my poof mother and my own soul.’
to others, and continued to treat him with ten­
derness. But deep love, though sometimes 
willing to appear blind, is quick-sighted to the
of the widow’s God. Margaret drooped in 
secret, but spoke cheerfully to her brother, 
with a cloudless brow. One davhe had aided
faults of its object. It may keep silence, but her in some slight operation in the garden, with 
the glance of discovery, and the thrill of tor-! unwonted kindness. She fancied she saw in
ture, are alike electric.
The widowed mother had hoped much from 
the return of her daughter, and the aid of her 
young, cheerful spirit, in rendering their home 
attractive. Her arrival, in full possession of 
her trade, and with the approbation of her em-
his eye the reviving spirit of better days.— 
Throwing her arms around his neck, she 
said:
‘Brother Richard, you can be so good. How 
I wish it were always thus.’
‘Always to be working under your orders>
ployers, gave to her lone heart a joy long 11 suppose. No doubt that would be quite 
untasted. \ pleasing. All you women like to rule when
Margaret was an active, and loving girl; 
graceful in her person, and faithful to every 
duty. Her industry provided new comforts 
for the cottage—while her innocent gaiety en­
livened it. The widowed mother earnestly 
besought her assistance, in saving their endan­
gered one from the perils that surrounded him ; 
and her sisterly love poured itself upon his
you can.’
‘Not to rule, but to see those we love rule 
themselves.’
‘Is that what you say to Will Palmer, when 
he sits here so long, watching you like a cat. ! 
and looking as wise as an owl ? If you should j 
chance to marry him, you’ll tell him another 
tale, and try always to rule him yourself.
heart, in a full warm flood. It would seem! Now, Miss Mag Jones, tell the whole truth, 
that he had caught the enthusiasm of her ex- why is that same Deacon, that is to be, here 
ample, for he returned with more of diligence : forever ?’
to his lormer labors, while his intervals of; ‘I will not hide anything from you, dear 
leisure he spent at home. When his mother! Richard, who has known my thoughts from
done, with unequal steps, and muttered threat­
ening. Would he only come that the love 
which had nursed his innocent infancy, might 
once more look upon his face. Then swept 
terrible thoughts over the mother’s soul, images 
of reckless crime, and ghastly suicide. For 
she said, the burden of the child is already 
greater that she can bear.
Yet he who was the cause of all this agony, 
hastened night and day from the place of his 
birth toward the sea-coast, boiling with pas­
sion. He conceived himself to have been 
utterly disgraced by the prohibition of his 
mother to the seller of liquors, not feeling that 
the disgrace was in the sin that made such 
prohibitions necessary. He counted those who 
most loved him, as conspirators against his 
peace. For vice, to its other distortions of 
soul, adds the insanity of mistaking the best 
friends for enemies.
Full of vengeful purposes, and knowing 
that his mother had long dreaded lest he should 
choose the life of a sailor, he hurried to a sea­
port, and shipped on a whaling voyage. As 
the vessel was to sail immediately, and be ab­
sent more than three years, he entered under 
a feigned name, and it gave him pleasure that 
he should thus baffle pursuit or discovery.
‘Let them trace me if they can,’said he,‘and 
when I get back, 1 11 sail again without seeing 
them. They may preach now as long as they 
please, but I’ll be out of their hearing.’
Thus in the madness of a sinful heart he 
threw himself upon the great deep, without 
thought of kindness toward man, or a prayer
As if he had witnessed the funeral obse- 
quies he wept in remorseless grief. His watch 
closed. In horror of spirit, he returned, but 
not to sleep. Even the hardened men who 
surrounded him, forbore to jeet*, when they 
heard him moaning in anguish,
‘Oh, Margaret! Oh, my sister !’
These strong and serious impressions scarce­
ly wore away during the brief remainder of 
his voyage. When he saw, in dim outline the 
hills of his country gleaming among the clouds, 
a new joy took possession of his soul. And 
when his foot rested again upon solid earth, 
and he received his wages, his first thought 
was to hasten and share them with those whom 
he had so recklessly forsaken.
‘Will you come to my house?’ said a man
subsided, horrid images surrounded him.—  
Smothered resolutions, and pampered vices, 
sprang from the seething caldron of his brain, 
frowning and gibbering like ghostly tormen­
tors. Monstrous creatures grinned and beck­
oned, and when he would have fled, cold, slimy 
serpents seemed to coil around and fetter his 
trembling limbs.
Still, with returning reason, came a deeper 
misery. He desired to die but death fled from 
him. Covering his face with his hands, he 
sat on the ground, in the damp, chilly air of 
evening, he meditated different forms of sui­
cide. He would fain have plunged into the 
sea, but his tottering limbs failed him. Search­
ing for his knife, the only moveable that remain­
ed to him, he examined its blunted edge and 
loosened blade, doubtful of their efficiency.
While thus engaged by the dim light of a 
street lamp, groans, as if from a death pang 
heaved his breast. Half believing himself al­
ready a dweller with condemned spirits, he 
started at the sound of a human voice.
‘Thee art in sore trouble, I think.’
The eyes, once so clear in days of inno­
cence, opening wide and wild, glared with 
amazement on the calm, compassionate brow 
of a middle aged man in the garb of a Qua­
ker. The knife fell from his quivering hand, 
and sounded on the pavement, but there was 
no answer.
‘Thee art in great trouble, friend?’
‘Friend ! friend ! Who calls me friend?
I have no friends, but the tormentors to whom
I am going.’© ©
‘Hast thou no wife or children ?’
‘No, no, God be thanked—no wife, nor chil­
dren. I tell you there are no friends left, but 
black fiends who have come for me. No home 
but their eternal fires. Shoals of them were 
here, just now. Beady, ay, ready ? and he 
laughed a demoniac laugh.
Poor, poor youth ! I see thee art a sailor.’
‘I was once. What I am now, I know not.
I wish to be nothing. Leave me to myself, 
and to those who are howling around me.— 
Here ! here ! I come,’ and he groped aimless­
ly for^his lost knife. The heart of the philan­
thropist yearned over him as over an erring 
brother. The spirit of the master who came 
to seek and to save the lost, moved within 
him.
‘Alas, poor victim. How many have fallen 
like thee before the ‘strong man armed.’ Sick 
art thou at the very soul. I will give thee 
shelter for the night. Come with me to my 
home.’
‘Home! home!’ shrieked the inebriate, as 
if he understood him not. And while the 
benevolent man, taking his arm, staid his 
uncertain footsteps, he still repeated, in tones 
more humanized than tender,
‘Home ! your home ! what, me, a sinner ?’ 
until a burst of unwonted tears relieved the 
fires within. And as the blessed man led him 
to his own house and laid him upon a good 
bed, speaking words of comfort, heard he not 
from above, deep, indescribable melody, ‘I was 
sick, and ye visited me. Inasmuch as ye have 
done it unto one of the least of these, ye have 
done it unto me.’
With reviving day, the sinful man revived, 
humbled in heart, and sad. Subdued by suf­
fering, and softened by kindness that he felt 
to be wholly unmerited, he poured out a fer­
vent prayer for divine aid in the great reforma­
tion. He was glad to avail himself without 
delay, of the proposal of his benefactor, to en­
ter on service in a temperance ship, ready to 
sail immediately for the East Indies.
‘I am acquainted with the Captain,’ said the 
good man, ‘and can induce him to take thee. 
I am also interested in the vessel, and in the 
results of her voyage. A relative of mine 
goes out as supercargo, and both will be thy 
friends, if thou art true to thyself. Yet, in­
power. Cheerful obedience and equitable au­
thority prevailed, as in a well regulated family. 
He was both surprised and delighted to find his 
welfare an object of interest with the officers 
of the ship, to receive kind counsel from them, 
and to be permitted to employ his brief inter­
vals of leisure, with well chosen volumes of a 
seamen’s library.
Still it was not with him as if he had never 
sinned. Not all at once, could he respire free­
ly in a pure atmosphere. Physical exhaus­
tion, from the withdrawal of stimulants, to 
which he had been long accustomed, some­
times caused much deep despondence, that life 
itself seemed a burden.
Cherished vice brings also a degree of mor­
al obliquity. Every permitted sin lifts a bar­
rier between the clear shining of God’s coun­
tenance, and the cold and frail human heart. 
Perverted trains of thought, and polluted re­
membrance still lingering with him, and feelings 
long debased, did not readily acquire an up­
ward tendency. Yet the parting admonition 
of his benefactor, to strive and pray, ever 
sounded in his ears, and became the motto of 
his soul. By little and little, through faithful 
obedience, he obtained^the victory. His im­
provement was noticed by others, before he 
dared to congratulate himself, for humility had 
strangely become a part of his character, he 
who once defied all laws, human or divine.— 
His countenance began to resume the ingeni­
ous expression of early years, and the eyes so 
long fiery or downcast began to look up with 
the clearness of hope,
‘Blessings on the temperance ship!’ he of­
ten ejaculated, as he paced the deck of his 
nightly watch, ‘and eternal blessings on the 
holy man, who snatched me from the lowest 
hell.’
At his arrival in a foreign port, he was 
watchful to avoid every temptation. His friend 
the supercargo, took him under his special 
charge, and finding him much better educated 
than is usual for sailors, gave him employment 
of a higher nature, which was both steady and 
lucrative. His expenses were regulated with 
extreme economy, that he might lay up more 
liberally for those dear ones at home, whose 
images became more and more vivid, as his 
heart threw off the debasing dominion of in­
temperance and its hosts of evils.
( Concluded next week,)
The Boy and Man.
BY REV. JOHN S. C. ABBOTT.
A few years ago, there was, in the city of 
Boston, a portrait painter, whose name was Mr 
Copley. He did not succeed well in his busi­
ness and concluded to go to England, to try 
his fortunes there. He had a little son, whom 
he took with him, whose name, was John Sin­
gleton Copley.
John was a very studious boy and made such 
rapid progress in his studies, that his father 
sent him to college, There he applied him­
self so closely to his books, and became so 
distinguished a scholar, that his instructors 
predicted that he would make a very eminent 
man.
After he had graduated, he studied law.—  
And When he entered upon the practice of his 
profession, his mind was so richly disciplined 
by his previous diligence, he almost immediate­
ly gained celebrity. One or two cases of great 
importance being intrusted to him, he man­
aged them with so much wisdom and skill as 
to attract the admiration of the whole British 
nation.
The king and his cabinet, seeing what a 
learned man he was, and how much influence 
he had acquired felt it to be important to secure 
his services for the government. They there­
fore raised him from one post of honor to anoth­
er, till he was created Lord High Chancellor 
of England—the very highest post of honor to 
which any subject can attain; so that Johntemperance bringeth sore sickness to thy soul,, c . ,
as well as to the body. Wherefore pray Copley is now Lord Lyndhurst,
i i -  i • r • i * , Lord High Chancellor of England. Abouthealing, and strive for penitence, and angels! • , °
who rejoice over the returning sinner, will 
give thee aid,’
Self-abasement and gratitude to his pre­
server, like an overwhelming flood, choked 
upon the wharf, near him. ‘Good accommoda-j his utterance.
tions sir, for sailor gentlemen ; everything first I ‘All men have sinned, my son, though not 
cut, and first cost.’ j in the same way. But there is mercy for eve-
‘Where is your house ?’ ; ry one that sorroweth and forsaketh the evil.
‘Near by. Here, boy, take this fine young! God hath given me the great happiness to help 
man’s chest along. I’ll show you the way, j some who had fallen as low as thee. Thank 
sir. The favorite boarding house for all jolly \ Him therefore and not the poorarmor of flesh, 
noble-spirited tars.’ May he give thee strength to stand firm on the
It was evident that he was now in the pow- rock of salvation.’
er of the land shark. Alas! for all hishopes.! Broken words, mingled with tears, strug-, . , . , , „ , .
.Lo r ■ .l i • j,- fj t j • , , . , . , j wasting there time; he adopted for ms mottothe struggles ol conscience, the rekindling of; gled vainly to express the emotions of the de- J , /r) r  ^  3 v
right affections, Temptations, and the force I parting sailor. His benefactor once more shak-
of habit, were too strong for him. Almost ing him by the hand, bade him farewell.
continually intoxicated, his hard earnings van- ‘Peace be with thee on the great waters, and
ished, he knew not how or where. It was not: remember to strive and pray.’
sixty years ago, he was a little boy in Boston. 
His father was a poor portrait painter, hardly 
able to get his daily bread. Now, John is at 
the head of the nobility of England; one of 
the most distinguished men in talent and pow­
er in the House of Lords, and regarded with 
reverence and respect by the whole civilized 
world. This is the reward of industry. The 
studious boy becomes the useful and respected 
man.
Had John S. Coply spent his schoolboy days 
in idleness, he probably would have passed his 
manhood in poverty and shame. But he stud­
ied in school, when other young men were
long before the rapacious landlord pronounced 
him in debt, and produced claims which he 
was unable to meet. His chest with its con-
to God. \  et he was ill prepared for the hard- J tents was seized, and he miserably clad, turn- 
ships he had chosen, the coarse fare, the iron j  ed into the streets by his sordid betrayer.
SW AY t h o  lATtnr XT’ n  f 4 Tl /-» ,1  J  A 1 r> « t . _
A new world seemed to open upon the res­
cued one. Of the quietness and order that 
pervaded a temperance ship, he had no antici­
pation. There were neither quarrels nor pro­
fanity among the crew, nor arrogance and ca-
Ultra pergere,’ (Press onward,)—and how 
rich has been his reward.
You, my young friends, are now laying the 
foundation for your future life. You are every 
day, at school, deciding the question, wheth­
er you will be useful and respected in life, or 
whether your manhood shall be passed in 
mourning over the follies of mis-spent boy­
hood.
s u a y ,  the long watch and the slippery shroud. | As the fumes of the prolonged inebriety! pricous punishment on the part of those in! Subscribers and c a s h  wanted a t  this office.
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In what I write let Truth be my guide—Clearness and 
Brevity my aim.
S aco, A ugust 20, 1S47.
To the Editor o f  the Fountain, Piesum- 
in0" that a few facts, in regard to matters and 
things in this thriving village, would be of in­
terest to the readers of your paper, I have been 
induced to commit to paper the result of m y! 
observations and place them at your disposal.
S rco, as vou well know, is situated on the 
river by that name, about 3 miles from the 
ocean.* The Saco is a beautiful river. It has 
its rise in the White Mountains, about 60 miles 
north-west from this place. It is deep and 
rapid in its progress, flowing on with hardly 
an interruption, until it arrives here, when it 
divides, and flowing in opposite directions for 
some distance, experiences a fall of 30 feet.— 
Below the fall, the mad waters'again unite; 
thus forming a beautiful island of several 
acres in extent. On this Island—known as 
Factory Island—are situated the celebrated 
York Mills. The water power here is about 
equal to two-thirds that of L ow ell; and the 
stream is more reliable than the former, as it 
is not so quickly affected by long continued , 
dry weather. The York Manufacturing Com- - 
pany as before stated, have their mills on this 
island. The establishment covers about seven 
acres. Capital $1,500,000. In these mills 
about 1200 operatives find constant employ­
ment in manufacturing cotton goods, ticking, 
pantaloon stuffs, &c.
$70,000 worth of indigo is used per annum. 
775 looms and 25,000 spindles are run. The 
other establishments are situated in Biddeford, 
a town rapidly increasing in trade and popula- j 
tion, and connected with Saco, hy several,
bridges. j
The Water Power Company, with a capital 
of $1,500,000 is here erecting buildings and; 
putting up machinery, for the purpose of man­
ufacturing stapde cotton goods. _ i
The Laconia Company with a capital of 
$1,500,000 has two mills erected here and 
others in progress, for the purpose of manu­
facturing jeans, and 300 looms. 12,000 spin-, 
dies are in operation in one mill, and when the j 
whole is completed, 50,000 spindles will be, 
put in operation.
The Pepperell Manufacturing Company; 
has recently been chartered, with a capital of 
$1,000,000. Most of these improvements ow e! 
their conception and completion, to the fore-j 
sight and energy of Boston capitalists, who are ; 
the principal owners in the mills. Not much 
can in justice, be said in regard the beauty of | 
either place. Many of the buildings are small, j 
and of ancient date. The streets to a consid­
erable extent, lack cleanliness and shade trees. 
Perhaps when the old real estate owners, are 
gathered to their fathers, the present genera­
tion will show their love for the beautiful by 
supplying this secondary, though important; 
deficiency. 1  purpose to say a few words j 
about the cause of temperance here.
Could I have the heart-cheering intelligence j 
to communicate that king Bacchus had suffer­
ed annihilation, it would not be a thankless of-1 
flee to perform. But not so. His kingdom 
here is in a very flourishing condition, scores 
of willing subjects bow daily at his shrine, and 
pay him homage.
If my observations have been correct, I 
speak within proper bounds when I say that 
in no loss than eight different places the dam­
ning liquor is vended. Most surely Mr. Edi­
tor, this is a startling fact. Much has been 
done here to advance this, the best of causes, 
hut. owing to the spasmodic character of the 
efforts that have been made, and the want of 
unity of action, on the part of friends of the 
cause, but little has been ^ permanently accom­
plished.
Not only do sons pay homage to the king, 
but it is not unfrequently the case that daugh­
ters are seen in the streets striving with ardent 
zeal to maintain their perpendicular. Moth­
ers ! look well to your daughters, for the de­
stroyer is nearer than you may he aware.—  
Fathers! beware, lest your sons be decoyed 
into the path of that monster, whose feet take 
hold on hell.
One thing here has done more to retard the 
progress of the reform, than all others combin­
ed. I refer to the neutral ground assumed by 
ihe fathers o f  the town. This is much to be 
regretted, as their influence is emphatically a- 
gainst the cause. Could they hut realise their 
duty to God aud their fellow-men, they would 
soon cease to act upon neutral ground. In or­
der to save the sinking cause great moral cour­
age is requisite on the part ol its friends, so 
as to enable them to face opposition, and not 
to cower at the feet of morbid public opinion.
There has existed for a long time a great 
deficiency in regard to public houses of such 
a character as to claim the patronage of the 
temperance public. But a new era has dawn­
ed. This deficiency has been most admirably 
supplied in the character of the 'I'iiornton 
House, kept by Messrs. Coffin & Emery.— 
This large and spacious house has lately been 
erected in the most central part of the village, 
commanding a beautiful view of the town and 
surrounding country. It is elegantly furnish­
ed throughout; and the rooms arc large and 
well ventilated.
Cold and warm baths are provided; and 
indeed, every convenience, which the travel- 
elling public could desire. No intoxicating  
liquors are sold in  any shape at this House.— 
I trust that our eastern friends, when ever they 
visit S. will book their names at the Thornton 
House. But lest I shall weary your patience 
I will bring this letter to a close.
Yours, C.
thing worth living for is gone, every kind feel­
ing is destroyed, and nothing but the lion-like 
disposition left. This is the amount of patriot­
ism these men possess, when a few dollars are 
to be sacrificed for the good of their country 
and the happiness of their fellow men.
Thomaston, August, 1S47.
Bro. S. B . WESTON, Editor.
An Independent Press— guided bv honesty o f purpose and 
principle—devoted to the support of morality and virtue, as 
the tme element of national prosperity, and of individual 
and social happiness.
FRIDAY. MORNING, AUGUST 27, 1847.
fkJ*All communications and letters o f business should lie 
addressed ( pos t  p a i d ) to H . W . J e w el l , Gardiner, 
Me.
Some men are wonderfully sensitive about 
their being stigmatized as rumsellers, and will 
flare up the moment you hint to them that they 
are slyly dealing it out. And at the same 
time you may see by the kind of company that 
surrounds them, that the creature is there.— 
When you can see a company of men congre­
gate together, with noses studded with toddy 
blossoms, you may be sure there is a sly trap 
door not far off—some subterranean pit, gaping 
to receive its victims. Tell it not in Gath, 
publish it not in the streets of Askelon, that 
some men who make great pretensions to high 
respectability, are engaged in this mean, un­
lawful business. For a few cents, they will 
brutalize their neighbor, and place themselves 
on a level with the outlaw,— and still these 
men will make great ado if any one else 
should break the laws of the land. They aro 
great sticklers for the Constitution and Laws, 
— boast much of their patriotism and willing­
ness to obey the voice of the people. Such 
men are mistaken in their own character, or 
they never would condescend to engage in such 
contemptible business; they never could be­
hold without emotion their neighbors issuing 
from their underground pits of death, the mere 
idiotic visages o f men. They have not taken 
life—no, no. They still breathe, but every
Temperance Organizations.
There have been for a long period of years asso 
ciations in existence for the avowed purpose of 
removing Intemperance, and they have wrought 
well and accomplished much. A mighty revolu­
tion has been achieved through their instrumen­
tality.
Public sentiment and feeling has been greatly 
changed. And how salutary that change ’ Opin­
ions and practices once fondly cherished, have, as 
light has been cast upon the subject, been forsaken, 
and a more healthy state of sentiment introduced! 
Once, Intemperance vvas looked upon without 
concern. Its ravages vvere viewed without appre­
hension ; and men vvere sweeping down the dark 
river of death, in countless numbers, and in the 
sight of seemingly unmoved spectators. Men 
drank, and drank deeply. They sacrificed upon the 
altar ot corrupt desire, character and property and 
health. But at the point of time when a funereal 
pall seemed suspended over the hopes and the 
prospects of man—when nothing but a drunkard’s 
grave seemed opened, and multitudes vvere ready 
to sink into it, Providence in great mercy inter­
fered. A spark was struck, as if by tbe hand of 
Omnipotence itself,—men began to think of their 
condition and prospects, to wonder at their w ild 
infatuation,and seriously to ask if something should 
not be done to stop tbe tide of death, which, with 
resistless force, vvas bearing them away.
Between the early efforts to suppress Intemper­
ance and those now employed, there is a wide 
difference. The means to this end, we find to have 
been shaped corresponding to the amount of light 
enjoyed. Like all the advances which mankind 
have made towards perfection, vve discover in this 
department the same tendency to a gradual pro­
gress. I lie first step vvas characterized by an 
infantile weakness. When men began the war 
against Intemperance, they thought it necessary to 
assail but one branch of it. They thought they 
saw danger to lie only in the too free indulgence 
of ardent spirits, and the cry vvas raised against 
this form of evil only. Societies were formed, and 
men became pledged to abstain from ardent spirits. 
They were strong in their opposition to these, but 
wines and cider and beer were considered entirely 
innocent. It was deemed no wrong thing to in- 
dulgein what were then denominated milder drinks. 
With the progress of time, however, the popular 
sentiment changed. Men began to conclude, and 
very rationally too, that if the object to be attained 
vvas the abolition of drunkenness, then whatever 
caused drunkenness1 should be alike proscribed. If 
it weie true that wines, &c., vvere from their very 
nature the cause of drunkenness, when used, then 
why should they not be forbidden in their use?— 
Another step vvas then taken, and the crowning 
glory ot the Temperance enterprise, the Pledge of 
I otal Abstinence, vvas introduced. But to bring 
men to see and acknowledge that in such a Pledge 
alone there was safety, vvas a hard work to accom­
plish. Men had imbibed a fondness for drink that 
seemed almost uncontrollable, and which would 
not yield without a violent struggle to what was 
evident truth. Time rolled on, and the flinty heart 
of opposition seemed softened. The glorious light 
of Heaven’s own truth aided the work, and the 
prejudiced began to open their minds to conviction
the prospect uf a bright Temperance millenium 
began to dawn.
Then came another advancing step in public sen­
timent. After the Total Abstinence Pledge had 
been adopted, it became a question who would sign 
it? Many contended that it would not be bene­
ficial in its operations upon all classes of society. 
Those who vvere already bowed down with the 
incubus of drunkenness, who were chained bviron 
bands to that vice, would not be induced to sign it. 
And what, therefore, was the hope of such ? °Men 
ol influence, men of eminence, who claimed to 
philanthropy and a large share of the milk of hu­
man kindness, gravely and with most sincere hon­
esty argued that the alteady drunkards were not to 
he refurmed-that those only who were partially 
Iree from the vice, and the young and rising gene­
rations especially, were to consummate the work 
of driving from the earth the evil sought to be 
removed. This principle was acted upon ; the ine­
briate vvas neglected ; vvas regarded as an unfor­
tunate and fated man; with his death alone was 
drunkenness to die out, and the heart of philan­
thropy began to wish that event. At this time 
the gradual progress of opinion of which we 
speak, introduced a new feature. It began to be 
felt that in the inebriate was the power to reform 
—lhat lie vvas worth saving—that the removal of 
his vice would render him a good member of com­
munity, and would capacitate him to discharge as 
honorably as other men all the duties of life. It 
began to be felt and acknowledged that he had a 
soul worth saving ; that although debased by sin­
ful indulgence, there wa3 yet somewhat of the 
godlike in him. And then it vvas asked, Why 
should he not be saved? And then a new phe­
nomenon broke upon the vision of men. Society 
seemed moving in its every part—the fountains of 
Intemperance seemed breaking up-haunts of in 
famy appeared to be disgorging themselves, and 
thetr inmates coming forth to true liberty and life
And then came the glorious Order of the Sous 
of lemperar.ee—an organization pledged to the 
promotion of the cause of Temperate as its 
grand object, and eminently fitted by its methods 
of operation to secure the greatest blessings and 
benefits to that cause. From it the friends of 
Temperance expect much They have not yet 
.been disappointed in its operations, but have been 
induced to hail the Order as the grand instrument 
* UC,‘ ls t0 drive Intemperance from the land and 
the world.
Legal Measures with the Rumseller.
The value of moral means in promoting the tem­
perance reform cannot be over estimated. They 
should always be employed in preference to any 
other, when they can produce the desired result.— 
But do they ever fail ? Sorry are we to record the 
fact, but they sometimes do fail. They are some­
times powerless.
In order that moral means may produce their 
legitimate results there must be in the individual 
upon whom they are brought to bear, some meas­
ure of appreciation of their true character and val­
ue. There must be some regard for justice and 
truth. Yet we find tnat mankind can become so 
blinded by self-interest and passion, so benumbed 
iu their moral faculties and sensibilities, so engross­
ed by sordid and sensual objects and pursuits, as 
that they cannot, else will not listen to the demands 
of truth and right. For the truth of this remark 
vve will refer to the case of the inveterate rum­
seller,—the great antagonist of temperance at this 
day, a grand cause of the mischief which is now 
cursing community, and sapping the foundations 
of its peace and prosperity. The influences w'hich 
are about him constantly, render him callous to al! 
the appeals of reason and humanity. His burning 
thirst for gold—his devotion to Mammon, the God 
he worships—his complete encasement in selfish 
pursuits and desires, are complete barriers to the 
entrance of truth into his soul. He sees no beauty 
but in gold, he delights in nothing but the music 
of his coffers. Cold and hard-hearted, grasping 
and avaricious—the fattener upon the spoils of 
earth’s .children, the despoiler of the hopes of mul­
titudes, he has become completely calloused and 
all tender appeal seems to reach him in vain. Go 
to him and tell him of the consequences of his 
conduct, urge him to desist from his evil course, and 
you most frequently meet with insult in return.
Whenever an individual arrives at such a point 
as that he denies tlie claims of humanity upon him, 
when he becomes beyond the reach of moral in­
fluences, he has arrived at a fearful pass. But 
what is to be done ? Shall community suffer from 
such an one, because o-f his disregard of theclaims 
of God and his fellow-men upon him? Common 
sense says no /  but let some other power seize up­
on him, and compel him do what moral means will 
not incline him to do.
Temperance Statistics.
We have in another article referred to the 
changes in the manner of the temperance opera­
tions. We will now present some few statistics 
showing the organizations which have been es­
tablished with the date of their establishment.
The earliest of our temperance associations 
claims to have been originated about the year 1800, 
the second in 1808.
The 13th of February 1813, a society was form­
ed at Boston called the Massachusetts Society for 
the suppression of intemperance.
The Virginia State Temperance Society was or­
ganized in November 1825, all the States North 
of her having previously established societies.
The American Temperance Society was organ­
ized at Boston, February 18th, 1826.
The New York City Temperance Society vvas 
formed March 9th, 1829.
Tlie New York State Temperance Society wajs 
formed April 2, 1829.
In 1831, a Temperance Society of some note 
was formed at West Point, N. Y.
On the 26th of February, 1833, a Congressional 
Temperance Society vvas formed in Washington.
The American Temperance Union vvas formed 
in New York in 1833.
In the years 1833 and 1834 the principal ot To­
tal Abstinence was generally adopted in the U. 
States.
The Marine Temperance Society vvas formed in 
1837 in New York city, and also the Marine Tem­
perance Union.
In 1839 the London New Foreign and British 
Temperance Society adopted the American Total 
Abstinence Pledge.
On the 10th of Septemper 1839, the great Tem­
perance Reformation commenced in Ireland.
On the 2d of April 1840, commenced at Balti­
more the great Washingtonian Reform.
“ Six persons, all men of character, but very in­
temperate, met al Chase’s Tavern, Liberty street, 
Baltimore, by accident, each having been induced 
by the demand of his appetite, to resort thither.— 
They got into a conversation about a Temperance 
sermon to be preached that evening, and agreed 
that four of their number should go and hear it 
and report to the rest. They returned pleased— 
and one of them remarked, that, after all, Temper­
ance vvas a very good thing. The landlord imme­
diately began to rail out against Temperance lec­
turers, &c.; whereupon one of the six, observed, 
“ Of course, it is for your interest to cry them down, 
at any rate.” This brought on a discussion, which 
terminated in the formation of a society by the six, 
called the Washington Society, and on the total 
abstinence principle. These men travelled and 
lectured and won hundreds from the drunkard’s 
way. The Washingtonians are now numerous, 
not only in Baltimore, but throughout the coun­
try.”
After this, on the 29th of September, 1842, the 
Order of the Sons of Temperance vvas instituted, 
the most efficient agency at present employed in 
the Temperance field.
We have received a copy of a little work of 60 
pages from the publisher at New \ Tork, entitled 
“Songs ot the Washingtonians, composed and 
compiled by Mrs. V. A. R .’, A fine thing for use 
at our Temperance meetings.
Another Pill for the Free American.
The Journal states that of the whole number of 
signers of the petition for the repeal of the license 
law, from the town of Falmouth, only sixteen 
were citizens of lhat town !
A Mr. H. V. Bartol, of Portland, whose name 
appears on the petition, publishes a card in which 
he says he never signed it! Also, a Mr. G. W. 
Woodward, of that city, stands in the same pre­
dicament. Also, Mr. C. Sawyer and Dan’l Knight, 
of the same, state that they never signed the peti­
tion—yet their names are upon it.
Thicker and faster comes the exposition of the 
hypocrisy of these rum petitioners.
The Elections
Are near, and vve hope that the friends of Tempe 
ranee will remember their duty to the cause 
Remember that at the? ballot-box the interests 
of Temperance are to be consulted. No man who 
professes to be a consistent Temperance man can 
with impunity lay aside his duty in this respect 
and cast upon the altar of political party the wel­
fare of that cause which is paramount to all other 
causes. Shame upon the man who when the issue 
comes—when the one is required to be sacrificed 
basely throws away his Temperance principles 
and cleaves to his political idols. When one is to 
be sacrificed, there should be no question in the 
minds of any one, as to whether it should be Tem­
perance or politics. There is, we are aware, much 
inconsistency among the friends of Temperance in 
this matter. Too many prove treacherous to their 
solemn obligations, and forget what they owe to 
the cause of all mankind. Temperance and poli­
tics ought to be identified together. A man who 
will be Temperance everywhere but at the polls is 
no Temperance man at all. We would not give a 
fig for a man’s Temperance principles, unless, in 
the face and eyes of aspiring politicians, he can 
deposite his vote for a consistent and thorough­
going Temperance man. Many object to these 
doctrines, believing lhat they tend to making Tem­
perance a political machine to accomplish some 
selfish purposes. Be it so. The doctrine of 
a connection between Temperance, and politics has 
got to be recognized ere the cause can triumph. 
The ballot-box has got to be recognized as an 
important agency in its advancement. Let none 
but Temperance men be elected to office, and there 
can be no danger.
it
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Tlie Inebriate.
It has been said to the friends of the law, that 
their crusade against the rumseller has diverted 
their attention from that high and noble work, the 
restoration of the unfortunate drunkaid from the 
habit of intemperance. This may in some re­
spects be true, so far as any systematised and visible 
efforts are made to this end. Now no friend of the 
law can be at all justified in a cessation of effort in 
behalf of the inebriate. Seek as urgently as he 
may the destruction of the liquor traffic, yet he 
must not forget the victim. While we contend 
that no man can labor to suppress the traffic with­
out benefitting the inebriate, yet vve would urge 
the necessity of some direct exertions to this end. 
Let the friends of temperance seek to reclaim the 
erring and the lost ones, and bring them into the 
temperance ranks- Let our temperance organiza­
tions be revived—let our old Washingtonian socie­
ties be brought out from their long slumber—let 
our Sons of Temperance go to work and get as 
many of the victims of appetite as possible into 
their fold—yea, let all the friends of the cause 
operate together this glorious work. But let us 
guard well our efforts—let not the artifice and crafti­
ness of -the great adversary prevail in breaking in­
to our ranks, after they have been filled up by re­
formed men, hut let them be watched narrowly, 
and as often as they take a sheep from the fold, let 
the alarm be sounded, and let the depredator be 
brought t.o justice. There is a perfect union of ef­
fort which ought to be attained, and which can be 
attained. There are measures which should he 
employed by all the friends of temperance both for 
the reformation of the inebriate and tlie removal of 
the causes of his downfall. Both these can exist 
in perfect harmony together.
Talk and Ad Ion.
What is wanted at the present time in thc tem­
perance cause, is action—vigorous, constant, united 
action on the part of all its friends. Talk is good 
in its place—it must be had—but there is great 
danger in getting too much of it. After we have 
concerted our plans, and discussed them well, then 
let a spirited enforcement of them follow. This is 
what tells—-this is what is effectual—this is what 
our opponents fear. The rumseller cares not a 
whit for the talk, of Temperance people—it does 
not affect him at a ll- lie  can prosecute his business 
while they are talking. But what he fears is that 
the action of temperance men will injure him.— 
Let us, then, have less talk and mote action.
Four.(I Out.
A correspondent of the Washingtonian Journal 
states that a shop in Vassalboro’, that had recently 
been replenished with merchandize, suddenly awak­
ened the curiosity of the villagers to learn tbe 
process by which sober people, seen to enter the 
store, were found soon after in a condition qualify­
ing them for admission into a lunatic asylum. On 
examination, a barrel was discovered with one end 
placed against the store, marked spirits of turpen­
tine ! Having witnessed the application of this 
article to dogs and horses, tbe effect of which dif­
fered essentially from that produced on those who 
visited the store, curiosity was raised to such a 
pitch that some wag, bent on silencing all doubts 
on the subject, bored a large hole through the 
building into the head of the cask—when lo, in­
stead of turpentine, out gushed a stream of gi n , 
tainting the very atmosphere of the neighborhood. 
No wonder the critter vvas anxious to escape from 
a locality where the owner vvas ashamed to have 
his goods known by their proper names—the waters 
of death.'
What Rum does.
Our blood almost curdles in our te  ns, at the 
perusal of an account which we find in our ex­
changes of the fruits of rum-drinking and selling^ 
as recently exhibited in the town of Lancaster 
Penn. Read it, ye who are fond of your glass— 
read it ye who sympathise in any way with the in­
famous traffic—read it, ye exclusive moral sua- 
sionists, who are opposed to the use of the law up­
on those who create the misery and death which 
the account narrates, aud say whether strong and 
forcible measures are not justifiable in removing 
the liquor traffic—read it one and all, and become 
more than ever, the inveterate foes to vumselling :
“ Moral S u a sio n .—W e refer to the murder for 
which Jno. Haggerty was executed a few weeks 
ago at Lancaster, for the purpose of making a few 
comments. He was a native of Ireland, 20 years 
a resident of this country. He resided next door 
to a house in which lived an old man named Mel­
chior Fordney, a woman named Catharine Tripple, 
and Isabella Fordney, daughter of the man. lie  
vvas in the practice of drinking freely, and on the 
morning of the 17th of October, while under the 
influence of liquor, he entered Fordney’s house, 
and requested tlie latter to shoot his old horse; but 
Fordney declined. He then returned to his own 
house, got a gun and axe, shot his horse, and again 
entered Fordney’s.
The woman begged him to give her the gun;— 
he did so; he stepped back a few steps and took 
his axe from where he had placed it, near the win­
dow, and with it struck the old man ; the latter vvas 
standing either under the door or inside of it at the 
time; seeing the impending blow, be made a slight 
backward movement, as the blow vvas received; 
tlie woman and Fordney’s child Isabella ran to the 
back door ; after despatching the old man, the mur­
derer struck down Catharine and the child with the 
axe; the woman was killed instantly, but the child, 
although insensible, vvas found to be still living ; 
she was about six years old, and through the skil­
ful treatment of Dr. Kerfoot her life vvas saved,und 
not withstanding the extent of her injuries, her 
medical attendants now are impressed with the be­
lief that she will recover from them.
The physicians who were called upon stated that 
they proceeded to Fordney’s shop, which vvas six 
or eight feet wide, containing a work-bench, stove, 
and various tools of gun-making; the murdered 
man and woman were lying on the floor covered 
in part with blood and brain ; the wall behind the 
door was stained, as if a sudden effusion of blood 
had been sent with a circular force ; brains dashed 
: against the washboard and floor ; a large portion 
! of brains lay upon the stove ; a gun lay obliquely
and partially under both ; the body of Fordney 
was nearest to the door, so as to prevent it s beina 
opened to the full ex ten t; he lay across the shop ; 
his limbs vvere unnaturally drawn up, as in a broken 
mass; skull and limbs evidently fractured.
The body of Catharine Tripple lay longitudin­
ally with the shop, she had fallen upon her face, 
her feet and ankles vvere bespattered with L ord- 
ney’s brains ; about her head there lay a pool of 
rrore. The child had a rough incised wound,about 
four inches long, on the top of the head, about a 
tea-spoonful of brain resting upon the outside 
was also wounded in the right knee, and 
about the left ear and stomach.
On the afternoon, and on the day succeeding the 
tragedy, he stated, when asked how lie came to 
commit the deed, that he thought the day of j u g -  
ment had a rr iv e d ; that all the night before Ins 
horse had been fighting with the saints and when 
he lay down in his bed, he could seehis horse loov- 
inf in at the window, challenging him, and when 
he°got up the horse was gone ; that in the morning 
he saw a ball of fire tall from the heavens, and 
break at his fee t; that he thought his horse was 
the Dragon, or Anti-Christ; that he heard a voice 
telling hirn he must kill Fordney, or be ki led by 
him; lh a t there was war in Heaven, and many 
hundreds had been killed ; the old world had pass­
ed away, and that we vvere now in the first year of 
the new creation.
The gun which Haggerty used to kill the beast 
with vvas not loaded with leaden shot, but with sil 
ver sixpences. These vvere produced and identi­
fied as having been found in the horse upon dis­
section, fronAvhich it vvas argued that the prisoner’s 
mind was disturbed by those superstitious notions 
which so extensively prevail in many parts of the 
old country.”
W orth Reading.
The remarks which follow are from a Tem per­
ance Prize Essay, on the “ Present Position and 
claims of the Temperance Enterprise, by J. Henry 
Clark, M. D. of New Jersey.” W e commend 
them to the perusal of every reader : —
Do not preach temperance and pocket the rent 
of a grog-shop. Do nothing that shall look like 
violating your principles. 'The cause is often 
wounded in the house of its friends.’
]f abroad, carry your principles with you. If  
in society where they are unpopular, fear not a 
sneer; for often there lurks beneath the sarcasm a 
half conviction where there is not the moral cour­
age to disclose. Join heartily with all who are tee­
totalers, whatever their creed, or to whatever de­
partment ofthe enterprise connected. Pride, preju­
dice, lack of moral courage, interest and caprice 
are to be encountered ; but temperance principles 
will surely prevail.
It often requires enlarged philanthropy or con­
siderable piety to induce me to forego the gratifi­
cation of a desire for the good of others, but such 
is the duty of every man. Do not say you will 
not labor for the world’s renovation with those who 
do not sympathise with you on any moral subject. 
The platform is broad ; the Christian, the moralist, 
the philanthropist, and the man of the world can 
meet here and labor together. It is refreshing 
to find one moral cause, in the advancement of 
which all may co-operate. The motive of the two 
may be widely different, but while one would make 
the world mora',tlie other is helping to christianize 
it through the influence of the temperance efforts.
Join the cause while it requires some moral cour­
age to do so. It will soon be little credit to you to 
enter its ranks. How will your cheeks crimson, 
as your grand children shall gather about you, and 
ask you the history of this reformation, if Obliged 
to tell them it went on without you—that you with­
held from it your co-operation.
Is my reader one who ministers in holy things ?
I would respectfully beg to suggest that your "re­
sponsibility is great if you refuse to enlist in the 
cause. Your position places you as the leader of 
moral and religious enterprises, and your course 
will influence many minds. The cause has been 
much stayed, and is now impeded, for the want of 
the hearty co-operation of a few of our clergymen; 
and because the pulpit of some of the best friends 
of tbe cause lias been too long silent. Unless sus­
tained at the altar of God, t have no hope fur tbe 
perpetuity of this institution, or the continued 
blessing of the Almighty upon its efforts. Here it 
began as a specific movement—here it belongs ;— 
and from this source of every moral enterprise it 
may not be disconnected.
If a physician : our profession can next exert 
the greatest influence for good or evil in this cause. 
W e owe the public large arrears of indebtedness 
for the evil done by the prescriptions of Godfrey’s 
cordial, paragoric, and other spirituous prepara­
tions, whereby a taste for drink is formed in tbe 
child, and perpetuated in the adult.
If a Wife or Mother ! I conjure you make the 
home of your husband and sons attractive, so that 
they will prefer it to every other place. A wife, 
by her cheerful and happy behavior ; a sister bv 
her winning persuasions, may accomplish more 
than the most elaborate address, or the most fervid 
appeal. Still remember there are wives, who, as 
they survey their household, see every star of night 
covered with a deep dark cloud. There are sis­
ters who mourn over the lapse of a beloved broth­
er, and the playmate of their youth, and the com­
panion of their riper years. They need your sym­
pathies and your aid.
Il a Lather holds in his hand this appeal ; see 
to it, my brother, that you are setting an example 
which shall not cause you to suffer reproach, if 
some darling child learns to love the cup. As you 
survey tlie family group in which your affections 
aic centered may you he induced to'assist in stav­
ing the ruin of many a promising household.
In conclusion, I conjure my reader to ask his 
conscience m view of his duty to his fellow-man, 
and ot a final retribution ; whether this subject lias 
no claim upon bis attention? Listen carefully to 
its promptings and obey its dictates.”
will receive acquisitions of intelligence and virtue 
that will cause it to present to the beholder a dif- 
ferent appearance from what it now does. 1 hought 
only requires to be aroused— the mind only needs 
to be started on the great highway of improve­
ment, and it will then progress hy means of its own 
choosing. And instead of making knowledge the 
property and possessions of the few , we would en­
courage those institutions which are so well cal­
culated to educate the masses. D istrict schools 
will destroy tha existing monopoly that is made in 
learning, if  suitable attention and labor are given 
to their’improvement. N oncare  prohibited their 
advantage and blessings ; and they may in every 
instance lead so far up the hill of science, that by 
his own resolution, perseverance and such helps as 
fall in liis way, he can continue the assent to the 
end.
Think of the transcendent glory and the lofty 
grandeur of a cultivated mind, raised from the 
depth of ignorance to a high and commanding po­
sition, and then despise if you can cause of intel­
lect, scattered all along in the path of learning 
where children and youth are pursuing their way, 
and then say if you can, that it is all in vain that 
so much is said in those days upon the hackneyed 
subject of Popular Education l Com/iiOn schools 
now and forever.”
New M echanic A ssociation.
A new Association of Mechanics has been formed 
in N ew  York. W e extract from one of our new 
exchanges, the “ Scientific A m erican,”  (a most 
valuable paper, by the way,) the following account 
of a celebration which the new Order recently had 
in New York :— j M
An Order of M echanics, called the Mechanics 
Mutual Protection, has been for some days sitting 
in Convention in this city, and on Thursday even­
ing, the 10th inst., they' assembled at Convention 
Hall, W ooster street, and marched in procession, 
accompanied hy the New York Brass Band, to the 
Tabernacle, where an A ddiess was delivered by 
Justus G. Gillespie, of Troy, who is named Grand 
Protector, and an Oration by Robert Macfarlane^ 
Past Grand Secretary. T he address pointed out 
in strong language, the many great follies of the I 
age—follies into which the working classes were 
too apt to be led, and which ended in ruin to them­
selves. T he oration was an exposition of th e ! 
principles and objects of the Order, and it gave us I 
pleasure, to hear and to know that, very different 
from what might be supposed from the name, their 
objects are lo bring together into associations old 
and young mechanics, employers and employed, 
and to cultivate a good feeling among them nnd 
also encourage a pursuit of knowledge, to get li- j 
braries and lectures established, and to get the 
mechanics themselves to lecture and bting out their 
practical knowledge, by correct arrangement. It 
is no combination of workmen against employers— 
as tbe majority of the delegates from the western 
part of the State, were men engaged in bus ness 
for themselves. They assist each other to get 
work, and in cases of sickness there is a fund for 
the benefit of the sufferers. There are seven asso­
ciations in New \  ork City, and the manner ii> 
which the Demonstration was arranged did great 
credit to them. T he delegates to the Convention 
and the members in the city looked remarkably A 
respectable and neat. There was no great osten- |  
tation, but a sober, decent and manly appearance 
characterized the whole body of the Association!* 
and the speakers had the pleasure of addressing as K 
respectable and large an audience as ever uracefl 
the far famed Tabernacle o f New York city.
e look with pleasure upon every association 
winch tends to elevate men by a pursuit of moral 
and intellectual know ledge—by the cultivation of 
a friendly feeling among mankind generally, and 
we believe that no class of men have more need to 
cultivate this feeling than the mechanics.
Popular Education.
The following excellent article upon this sub­
ject is from the Philanthropist. It contains many 
important und essential truths. Its encomiums up­
on the system of Common Schools, their value 
and influence for good are just. Great, and oh, 
liovv great, is their influence on the character and 
destiny of a free people :
“ Can any design more grand and attractive be 
conceived than tbe education of a whole people? 
Knowledge is an invaluable treasure, and ;t is no 
longer the exclusive possession of the few, but the 
wealth of many. The poor have minds as well as 
the rich ; and under the favorable influence of our 
law and institutions, they are not denied the privi­
lege of cultivating them The people must be edu­
cated, is now tbe universal cry. Crime must be 
prevented by diffusing intelligence throughout all 
•L“ windings and intricacies of society. Poverty 
and improvidence are evils that must be cured by 
schools and seminaries of learning. There are 
rich mines of thought and feeling in cities and towns, 
on tbe lulls and in ihe valleys of New England ; 
and the precious ore must be wrought and purified.
O R I  G IIV A  T, A; V  n  S E  L I I  C T  E D .
Read that story on the first page, by Mrs. Sig­
ourney. It will repay a perusal.
There arc 311 Divisions ol our O lder in thc 
State of Ohio.
A good old maxim—Prosperity gains friends, 
adversity tries them.
About 100 newspapers and 50 other periodicals’ 
are published in the city of New \ rork alone.-
The steamer Cambria brought out a large cargo’ 
of valuable dry goods, and $350,000 in specie.
The Home Journal relates several remarkable 
cases of persons becoming idiotic from effects of 
hair dyes.
In Mexico, marriages are celebrated with con­
siderable pomp. T he fee to the priest from the 
lowest class is not less than $20.
A London paper says that the gun cotton mills 
at Tuversham recently exploded, and killed be­
tween forty and fifty persons.
A n n u a l  T r a d e  S a l e . T he annual New York 
trade sale of books, stereotype plates and stationery 
will commence in N. York on Monday, Aug. 30.
It is no place for a Son of Temperance, or a 
Temperance man of any kind, about the precincts 
of a grogshop. It is no place tor such men.
Thanksgiving Day in New Hampshire has 
already been appointed. It is November 25th — 
On hand in season.
T he Grand Division of Ihe Sons of Temperance 
of South Carolina, was instituted in Charleston on 
Thursday evening, 5th inst.
L umbering. At least ten thousand men, says 
the Bangor W hig, are now actively engaged in 
the lumber business on the Penobscot river anti its 
tributaries.
and womanhood • :gTu.winB »P to manhood
Children all around
and it is the general determina­
tion that they shall be fitted for the duties that will 
devolve upon them in their advanced life. They 
may be trained to be lovers of science and litera­
ture, the supporters of sound morality, and the 
fast friends of a religion of liberty, holiness 
and love. There is nothing impracticable in the 
scheme of raising up a whole generation of en­
lightened, moral and patriotic men and women.— 
Books are plenty and cheap—teachers are numer­
ous aud better fitted for their employment than they 
have been, and the school room is thrown open to 
all. The whole people may become intelligent. The 
least favored by birth and fortune may pride them­
selves in tbe possession of an enlarged understand­
ing. Our country towns are all dotted with build­
ings, which, though their appearance may not he 
the most imposing, clearly indicate tbe grandeur of 
the object, and promises that if law, freedom, and 
the gospel depend upon knowledge for their per- 
petuity, their blessings may long be enjoyed.
Through the instrumentality of common schools 
—so common that many do not interest themselves 
in their prosperity as they might—the people are 
yet to be raised to elevated position, and society
An author in an exchange paper lias been writ­
ing against secret societies, over an anonymous 
signature. Consistency that.
The interments at New Orleans, from Monday 
/th inst., to 9 o’clock Sunday morning, were 37—
of which 22 were persons who died of yellow 
fever.
Capt. Patten, of lhe ship Shanunga, passed 
through Bath on Wednesday on liis return home 
to Bowdoinham. He had with him one of those 
who were sovedfrom the Iduma when she went down 
The Belfast Signal states that the Temperance 
cause is in a had state in that town. Sorry to bear 
it. Where arc the Temperance men?
E n c o u r a g e m e n t . One of our best Temperance 
friends, C. IL. D . of Oldtown, writes us the follow­
ing word of encouragement:— *j.jL
“ l shall do all I can to sustain thc Fountain, for 
I am deeply impressed with the importance of it* 
being sustained and more generally patronized by 
the professed Temperance community. I am well 
pleased with its “ new dress,” and the substance 
matter it contains from week to week. Hope you 
may have your subscription list enlarged, as both 
you t nd the cause merit it.”
A T h r e a t .—One of our most notorious rum- 
sellers made liis boast the other d a y ,  t h a t  lie should 
have assistance soon in the field in his favor.-" 
He boasts that when the operations upon the stub 
road commence here, that there will be men enough 
not only to patronise him by the purchase of hi*, 
liquor, hut to “ hack him up,” as he terms it in 
his efforts to resist the law, and even if necessary 
to resort to brute force. W c shall sco what tim® 
will bring forth. "
W hat, is it 1 but a map of busy life, its fluctuations, and its 
vast concerns.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 27, 1847.
Later from Mexico.
T he steamer New Orleans brings V era Cruz 
dates to the 7th instant.
There in nothing later received by this arrival 
from the army at Puebla.
• Various rumors had reached Vera Cruz, pur­
porting to be from the city of Mexico; one of 
these is to the effect that Commissioners had ac­
tually been appointed by Santa Anna, to meet Mr. 
Trist.
The correspondent from Vera Cruz, of the 7th, 
ttUaches importance to this rumor.
N ew Y ork, August 22, }
7 o’clock, P. M. $
The Herald has despatches, which state that the 
steamer Kingsland has arrived at New Orleans 
from Vera Cruz, but brings nothing important.— 
The accounts from Brazos state that Gen. Taylor 
will move for San Luis Potosi on the 1st of Sep­
tember.
Arrival of the Cambria.
The steamer Cambria, arrived at Boston, on 
Wednesday morning last. Liverpool papers were 
received at Boston by her to the 4th inst., and Lon­
don to the evening of the 3d. The following is a 
summary of the news by the arrival: —
The Caledonia arrived out on the 28th.
Another attempt had been made to raise tbe 
Bteamer Great Britain, which was only partially 
successful.
The steamer ‘Niagara,1 for theCunard line, was 
launched on the 28th.
The European Times says ; The uninterrupted 
fineness of the weather during the last fortnight 
still holds out the assurance that our harvest of 
grain will be a full average one. From all quar­
ters of Europe there is also a general concurrent 
Opinion that the yield will be abundant. On the 
19th of May the price of best American Flour in 
Liverpool was 48s. to 49s. Yesterday a conside- 
able sale took place of the same description of 
Fleur at 27s, to 27s. 6d. The highest market 
price of best Wheat and Mark-lane on Monday 
the 2d, when a further reduction again took place 
of from 8s. to 10s. per quarter below the currency 
of the previous Monday, was 70s. per quarter.
The Cotton market has been steady since the 
Bailing of the Hibernia, and although prices in 
the early part of the fortnight gave way about 1- 
<8d. per lb., this decline has been partially recov­
ered since the arrival of the Caledonia.
The state of trade in the manufacturing districts 
is, on the whole, of a satisfactory character.
Her Majesty prorogated Parliament on the 23d 
ultimo.
The affairs of Portugal having once more settled 
down into tranquility, no events are now occurring 
to cloud the political atmosphere iu Europe, with 
the exception of the widely extended conspiracy 
•discovered and defeated at Rome,and,the threaten­
ing state of the Helvetic republic.
Violent shocks of an earthquake have been re­
cently felt in the south of France.
The potato rot is said to have made its appear­
ance with some virulence in the French depart- 
tnent ot Alsacer. Also in Flanders and Belgium.
There are no further authentic accounts of the 
spread of the cholera in the East.
Preparations for emigrating to America are still 
going on to an unprecedented extent in various 
parts of Germany.
IRELAND.
An immense number of tenantry have been 
evicted at Charleville on tlie Earl of Cork’s estate, 
and it was represented to have been effected under 
circumstances of considerable harshness. This, 
however, has been contradicted, and although no 
acts of cruelty haVe been perpetrated by the 
agent, still the eviction of the tenantry seems to 
have been on a large scale.
The remains of Mr. O’Connell having been 
brought by way of France to Southampton, were 
carried by railroad to London, and thence trans­
ferred to Chester; where they arrived on Monday 
evening, and were laid in the Roman Catholic 
Chapel of that city. Mr. Gardner of Chester, had 
received orders to make a new coffin, as that in 
which the body was encased, and which tvas made 
at Genoa, was of rather common workmanship.
High mass \Vas celebrated in the chapel on Sun­
day, and in the evenihg a procession accompanied 
the remains to the railway station. On Monday 
the 2d, they were placed on board a steamer spec­
ially engaged, and by it conveyed to Dublin.— 
The funeral will take place on the 5th of August.
GREAT CONSPIRACY AT ROME.
A conspiracy against the Papal Government has 
been discovered at Rome, which was to have tak­
en place on the 17th, the anniversary of the am­
nesty. Paid agents were to have created an alarm 
among the multitude assembled on the occasion, 
and to have thrown daggers at the feet of the 
soldiers, to induce a belief that it was intended to 
murder them. Fifty malefactors were to have 
been let loose from the prisons into the Piazza del 
Poaolo, shortly before the fireworks, in order to 
occasion confusion.
The popular chief Cicerruacchio discovered the 
whole on the 15th- The people immediately de­
manded the suspension of the feast, and the Pope 
having ordered the immediate armament of the 
National Guard, upwards of 2000 of the most re­
spectable citizens applied to the authorities for 
arms, and succeeded in maintaining public tran­
quility.
Cardinal Ferreti, the new Secretary of State, 
arrived al Rome on the lGth, and judged with his 
own eyes of the terror and indignation prevailing 
in the capital. The people received him with ac­
clamation, and in the evening there was a general 
illumination. The first act of Cardinal Ferreti 
was to dismiss and exile Monsignor Grasselini, the 
Governor of Rome, allowing him only twenty- 
four hours to quit the city. M. Grasselini oppos­
ed no resistance, and instantly set out for Naples.
FRANCE.
On the 21st ult. the marine storehouses situated 
at the extremity of the Arsenal of Rochefort were 
destroyed by explosion. 14 artillerymen and 8 
civilians were in the stores at the time of the ac­
cident. Two of the artillerymen and civilians 
escaped.
Mr. Pellapra, one of the confederates of M.
Appointments.
The Editor of the Fountain will lecture on Tern-
Teste, who it will be recollected absconded to1
perance at
Hallowell Cross Roads, on Tuesday evening, 
Sept. 31st, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
On Wednesday evening, Oct. 1st, at Mt. Vernon 
Village.
On Thursday evening, Oct. 2d, at New Sharon, j 
On Friday evening, Oct. 3d, at Farmington Falls. 
Brussels before the trial of liis accomplices, has On Sunday evening, Oct. 4th, at Farmington 
since surrendered himself, and having undergone Hi]1
a formal trial, was declared guilty, and sentenced | We s],a]j be greatly obliged to the friends of the 
to civil degradation and a fine ot J0,00001. cause who live in the above named places, if they
! will circulate the notices, and provide respectively. 
The cotton factories in Alleghany City, vsaJs We ask no remuneration for our poor services, 
the Pittsburg Chronicle) have all stopped opera- more t},an that our travelling expenses be paid— 
tions, in consequence at the proprietors attempting an(j even will be left wholly optional with those 
to cut down the wages of the operatives. The whomwc may address. Our only object is to pro­
reason given for the reduction is the fall in yarns, j mote the m ost worthy of causes; and for this pur-
G eo rg e  Jackson, negro, has been arrested for pose, to extend the circulation o f  our paper.
the murder of Edward Nedson, a Pequot I n d i a n , -----------------------------
in Ledvard, Conn, on Sunday, at the house of T he Millerutes again. We understand from 
Betsey'Squib, an Indian of the same tribe. the Brooklyn Advertiser, that a number of fanat.es j
_ rr.L o  t, , ^  i ■ have recommenced the work of spiritual delusion, jDrARRHceA. I he Summer or Bowel Complaint;
which may soon be prevalent, can be cured by j
N E W  YORK MARKET—Aug. 21.
Flour— Sales of flour are moderate at previous prices. 
Genesee, § 5  75a5 SI 1-2; Western, $ 5  50a5 68 3-4.
Corn is in demand. Sales of mixed at 75a76 cts, and 
prime yellow at SO cts per bushel.
Oats are scarce. Sales at 58a60 cents per bu.
The cotton market is heavy, and there are no transactions 
to report.
But little doing in pork.
Tlie market for coal is firm.
Stocks—Sales o f Norwich and Worcester at 58 1-4; 
Reading 62 1-2; East Boston Co. 24 1-4 (sales 700 shares) ; 
Long Island 32 1-2; Treasury Notes, 1031-4. For Read­
ing bonds of 1850, 75 offered; and for Reading mortgage 
bonds 73 asked.
Jllavviaocs.
“ I tell thee there is no power 
To part us—but in death.”
In Albany, N . Y . 4th iust., Dr. U . T. Ling, of N. York 
(but formerly of Portland,) to Miss Emily L. Harmon, of 
Gardiner.
Iu Hallowell, 12th iust., by Rev. Mr. Eli Thurston, Mr. 
Edw, II. C Hooper, of Biddcford, to Miss Elizabeth 
White, of Hallowell.
In Waterville, 11th inst., bv Rev. C. G. Porter, Horatio 
Cushing, Esq., of Skowhegan, to .Miss Martha A. Wheel­
er, of Waterville.
swallowing half a gill of vinegar with two tea­
spoonfuls of salt dissolved in it. The first dose is 
generally sufficient—if not, the second is sure 
cure. Oasis.
Mosquitoes. We find a simple receipt 
in the papers to drive away musquitoes. It
sists in wetting a piece of flannel or sponge with 
camphor spirits, and suspending it over the bed,
and with more method than madness are busying; 
themselves in that city and elsewhere, distribu­
ting tracts to prove that the end of the world will 
take place on the 19th of October next. Some of 
these circulars and documents are said to be very j 
plausibly written, and calculated to mislead the ] 
Slvon weak-minded as to the truth of the prophecy which ' 
con‘ 1 which they have so boldly advanced.
Dcftti)?.
1 Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep I 
'Pile virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
The Fall Business in New York promises to be
In New Orleans, on Thursday, July 29th,Mrs. Snphronis 
Lewis, wife o f Thomas Lewis, formerly of this town, aged 
34 years.
In Saco, I3th inst., very suddenly, Mr. Samuel Cole, 
aged 53 years.
In Philadelphia, 12th inst., Mr. John Carlton, Sailing 
master in U . S . Navy—a native of Portland, aged 77 
years. He was attached to the Constitution, under Com.
, Hull, at the taking of tlie Guerrierre, Aug. 19, 1812; and 
when the musquitoes. it is said,immediately vanish.! very heavy. The hotels appear to filled lrom every under Com. Bainbridge, at the capture of the Java, on the
29th of December, in the same year.It is worth a trial.
The Portland Argus states that Messrs. Barnes 
& Hall, lumber dealers of that city, not long since,
quarter, and the present aspects all indicate a brisk 
trade. The city Banks report about ten and the ! 
Sub-Treasury two millions of specie—which it is i
advertised a pocket-book as lost, containing some | said makes a larSer sum than has ever been known 
papers and about §150. On Monday morning it before in the city- Money of course is abundanl
was found in their back shed with the papers, and | for th(,se who have 5eSitimate «neai1s- Tbe bnsi-
the following very cool note enclosed, which is ness of thc Custom House durinS the last mon,h 
given verbatim '_ j was also unusually large. Its receipts were 43
‘Just 152 dollars will pay this and interest if, Per cent. m°re than in July of last year. The
ever i gil able i am now as poor as tiie man that Soods imported and entered, exclusive of those
will birneby git me.’ ! sent to tbe warehouses last month, amounted
Iron T rade of America. The whole quanti- $2,910,090. The exports $6,637,341.
ty of hammered and rolled iron consumed in the 
United States in 1830 was 144,666 tons, 31,800 of 
this was imported, and the value of the whole was 
about §5,762,000. 1837, 250,000 tons were manu­
factured in all the States, and in 1847, it is com­
puted that 350,000 will come short of the amount. 
Iron is the most valuable of all the metals, 
be melted like water and moulded like plaster of 
Paris. It can also be welded, a quality possessed 
only by one other metal in the same manner.— 
Our bridges, our houses, our ships, and our car­
riages will all yet be made of this metal.
Spunky. A woman in Portland, one night last 
week, went to a rum shop in Exchange street—into 
which her husband had been enticed and induced 
to drink, after having been for years a reformed 
man—and gave to the keeper a specimen of ‘sua­
sion,’ which was neither ‘moral’ or ‘legal,’ but 
which every one admits to he just. After having 
seized all the bottles within her reach, and broken 
them against the floor, she confronted the dealer 
in ‘ale,’ and came near smashing bis face in like 
manner, but contented herself with administering 
a few hearty slaps across his phiz, which made 
him see stars never discovered by astronomers.
M elancholy. A melancholy event is announc­
ed as having occurred recently at Alexandria.— 
Miss English, a young lady who had gone dwwn 
from Washington, and stopped with her aunt, 
arose at night under some false pretence, went 
down to the wharf, and threw herself into the ri-
to
The re­
ceipts on the 2d inst, were $194,416, and the 
amount of goods entered exceeded $800,000.— i 
Newark D. Adv.
“ Cold W ater F ountain and Gardiner N ews I 
Letter .”—This very excellent Temperance and Family j 
newspaper comes to us this week enlarged, and somewhat j 
improved in its typographical appearance. W e have al-1 
It can i 'va}’s liked the Fountain; and we are glad that its success 
1 has been such, that Bro. Jewell (the Publisher) has been ! 
induced to enlarge. It is now a large and handsome sheet, j 
and we hope that its success for the future will be more than! 
doubled. Bro. S . B. W eston is the Editor, Terms, j 
$1,50 in advance. Address, II. W . J ew ell , Gardiner,- 
.Me.— New York Reformer.
The Cold W ater Fountain, an excellent temper-j 
ance paper, published at Gardiner, Me., has been enlarged j 
and otherwise improved. W e hope that thc friends of 
temperance in that State will reward the publisher for his i 
labors and sacrifices by a liberal support.— Lowell Gazette. \
Love, Purity and F idelity .
Notice.—Temperance Lecture.
P. S. W hite, Esq., M. VV. P. of the National 
Division of the S. of T., will lecture in this vil- 
lrge on Friday evening. The public are respect-1 
fully invited to attend. The place of meeting will 
be notified hereafter by bills.
ver! Her body was found and conveyed to her 
weeping friends. It is difficult to assign a reason j E x c u rs io n  o f  tl ie  SoilS Of TCMpCrailCC. 
for the rash act of self murder. Tlie only fact j An Excursion of the Sons of Temperance to 
bearing on the question is, that a few months ago, • Bath will come off on Monday next. The steamer
Charter Oak lias been chartered for the occasion. 
A fine time may be anticipated. This much we 
aie authorised to state. Tickets will be afforded
the young man to whom she was said to he plight­
ed in marriage, died in the ordinary course of dis­
ease ; a certain tender melancholy is said to have 
been indulged by Miss E. since that occurrence, 
which suddenly dashed the ardent hopes of her 
young existence.
Consumption of W ood by Steamers. The 
Empire burns on some trips between this port and 
Buffalo, 700 cords of wood, and il is stated, aver­
ages 600 cords. Calculating that she performs 
thirteen trips, the usual number, during the season, 
she will consume 234 acres of timber, and employ 
forty wood choppers, at an expense of over $10- 
000 .
at a low price.
ID3 The charter of Livingston Division, No. 43,1 
located at Richmond, has been surrendered. Wej 
regret exceedingly at this. Did the discouraging 
circumstances by which the Division was surround-1 
ed, fully justify the abandonment of the effort to! 
sustain a Division of our Order there?
OFFICERS OF DIVISIONS.
Orono, No. 10, (Orono.) E. W . Stenson, W . P . ; Tho’s | 
. . . , McMillan, Vv. A .; W . S . Starrett, R. S .; A. B. Shaw,
*,11S 13 but an ,tem of the exPpnses of this j A . K . S . .  S . B . Cook, F. S .;  Wm. Burton, T .; T . M.
mammoth boat. And notwithstanding the large-1 Powers, C .; Levi M iller,A . C .; John Winter, I. S .; John 
ness of her expenditure, she cleared, the second Crowell; O. S.
season she ran, $20,000, and the third year, over Bagaduce, No. 28, (Custinc.) Charles A. Stevens, W . 
$30,500. Some idea may be formed from this, of; ‘^ amucl M. Roby, M . A .; Enoch Bridges, It. S .;  I .
the profits of vessels engaged in transportation on Haie’ A‘ R‘ S' ; Jamcs J- Peave-v’ F’ S‘; Jos' SurrU
A . i T.; Edw’d A . Lawrence, C.; Joel Perkins, A. C .; M ason!he Lake,. There-are 8, «***> first class steam- H. „-iUcr_ I: g.. Lc, is o s ’ j
inats engage* in t e Upper Lake trade. Chicago Corinna, No. 36, (Corinna Centre.) Robert Knowles, 
Tribune. W . P .; David Steward, W . A .; John W inchester,R .S .;
H itching the Cussed T hing. The New Ha- Benj. G. Murch, A. R. S .; Benj. W . Shaw, F. S .; John
ven Register gives the followincr account of an j W- Gilmore; T . ; Elam P. Burrill, C.; James B. Currier,
incident on the New Haven and Hartford Road.! ^  ° p  u ® ^ v  ^  •’ ° ‘ ^  W
soon after it went into operation. The train stop- lY<tm 39j (Kendall’s Mills.) John A. Bradbury,
ped at Meriden to wood up, and a fidgety gentle- W . P .; Oliver Bragdon, W . A .; Charles S . Wyman, R. 
rnan, who was probably for the first time in his life S .; Simeon G; Bradbury, A. R. S .;  Joshua Nye, Jr., F. 
in a railroad car, and who held on to his seat with 8.; Bowdoin Connor, T.; Samuel Emery 2J, C .; Allen 
both hands from the moment the cars left Hart- S . Banks, A. C.; Joseph F. Nye, I. S .;  Geo. B. Emery , 
ford, looking as though he expected every moment ° ’ S-; Rev. Joshua Nye, Chaplain, 
to be shook out of the window, suddenly stepped Bieer' X°‘ 7°’ (Dennysville') Samuel L‘Jonca’
out upon the platform and took a rapid look at the
locomotive. ‘Anything the matter ?’ inquired a 
wag who had greatly enjoyed the countryman's 
perturbation. ‘Any thing the matter! I should 
think there was something the matter, if you ever 
uoticedit! Why, they’ve stopped right in the 
middle of the road, and hain’t hitched the cussed 
tiling! ‘Sposein’ it should start ? hey !’
N ovel and interesting Doctrines. A Mr. 
Van Amringe has laid before the American Etbno-
E. Vose, R. S .;  Stephen H; Jones, A. R: S .; Benjamin 
Kilby, F . S .; Jolm Kilby, T . ; A. L. It. Gardiner, C .; 
Alden Kilby, A. C .; A. G. Benner, I. S . ; John Hughs Jr., 
O. S .; Theodore Lincoln, Jr., P; W . P*
Neilson, No. 79, (Searsmont.j O. Strout, W . P . ; G. 
N. W hite,W . A .; A. Woodman, R. S .; J .T . Averill,A . 
R. S .; J. Woodman, F. S .; J. B. Newell, T . ; H. Ring, 
C .; L. Stone, A. C .; B. Brown, I. S . ; J. H. T ob v ,0 . S .
Has the Great Author of Nature provided us With no 
remedy for Consumption—and the diseases leading thereun­
to which are fearfully common to our country 1 Has He 
logical Society, a MS. work, which takes novel left us to find relief from the fatal scourge by ransacking 
„ rpi tr j other lands 1 No, it is not so. The best— Nature’s own
s interest. The Literary remedy is ready at our hand. The Wild Cherry and Pine 
World’ states that in the chapter ‘on the anatom i- furnish us with a cure, where a cure is possible. Dr. Wis-
c l  and physical sin,Cure of thc d.fferent races of I
men, &C.,’ the doctrine is advanced that the struc- - sumption, and effectually cures it where it has not progress-
tureand functions of the skin constitute more j °"d cl£ e~ s* duc8 ^  inveterate; cases ot uie Asthma, even 20 or 40 years standing— stops 
prominent specific differences than the form and raising of blood, after all other remedies fail—and removes
capacity of the cranium! It is argued that the e':eD ki.rK! ^  a n io n s  of the Lungs ami Liver which onr 
. .  climate induces. Tlie remarkable etlicacvof this wonderful
Structure of the skin varies m  each.race, ana ef-j medicine, in many diseases hitherto deemed incurable, has
tects important modifications of the nervous sensi- j ,,xritcH ainonS ?,,r Ph>Brians great curiosity as to the pre-
cise nature of it* lugredientg. Let purchasers beware of
Colonel Freddi escaped at the moment some Na­
tional Guards entered his house to arrest him.— bility; that it is primary and fundamental, and 
Thfiv found his servants burning papers with so gives rise to corresponding specific temperaments
and mental capacities. This influence of the skin 
upon specific character is perhaps the most marked 
and original feature of the whole work, it is treat
much precipitation that they set on fire the cur­
tains of his bedchamber. Captain Muzzarelli and 
Bertola were apprehended, and the former would 
have been murdered by the populace had not 
Prinee Alexandra Torlonia and Prince Rospigliosi 
interfered. The brothers Galanti had made their 
escape.  ^arious other persons had been arrested,
imitation and counterfeits.
None genuine unless signed I. BU TT S on tlie wrapper. 
For sale in Gardiner by G. M. ATW OOD. 3w4
T H E  M A R K E T S .
ed largely, as more important than that of the
only ‘skin deep.’ (No allusion to Mr. Van Am-
BRIGHTOX MARKET—Aug. 19,1847.
brain. This new philosophy would appear to de- and 1025^w b ^ °°Several lot^ rflfeef ^ S t ^ m r o ld L ^  i 
fine what is meant of those whose wit is said to be P rices— Beef Cattle— a very small number of Extra at j
S 7; first quality,§ 6 ,2 5 a 6,50; second,6 ; third,4 ,50a 5,25. I 
Working Oxen— Sales at $72, 80 and 92.
Cows and Calves— Sales at §22, 25, 28. 35.
Sheep— Small lots from S 1,62 to 2 and 2,50.
Sv. in*—Small lots ol p'gs to peddle at 6 1-4 and 6 l-2*is. 
go o d  enough lion after a l l  old Hogs at 53-4. 6 and 6 1-4. At retail, from 6 to 7 1 -2 .1
MR. EDITOR,—As there have been so many false reports about the death of Mrs Jordan.late of this 
town, who died about nine days after confinement— 
such as the following, “The Thomsonians killed het” 
—“Her death was caused by a Thomsonian woman, 
who was with her when she was confined”—“Dr. 
Morton killed her,” &c.,—I wish to make a few 
statements of facts in the Fountain, lo set the public 
mind right in this case.
One Sunday morning in July last, I received from 
Mr. Jordan a note, stating that his wife was sick, and 
that he wished my wife would come to his house im­
mediately, and when it was necessary he would send 
for me. Accordingly my wife went, and Mr. Jordan 
then wished her to take charge of tiie case ; but she 
absolutely refused, stating that she was nervous, and 
would not take the responsibility. He then said he 
would send for me, when necessary ; but Mrs. Jor­
dan was not very sick, and they got along without 
any Doctor. She was very smart after being put to 
bed, and continued so until Friday following; her 
friends (mother and all,) being perfectly satisfied 
with the treatment at the time of confinement. I 
was informed by her husband that on Friday she sat 
up most of the day, and wrote a letter to her friends. 
The night following, her head began to ache, and 
grew worse until Saturday evening, when he gave 
her a very light emetic, which served to ease her 
head, and she rested well through the night, but did 
not appear very well the next morning—(Sunday ) 
Mrs. Jordan's mother (who was taking care of her) 
wished to have Doctor Palmer called, although it was 
much against Mr. Jordan’s will; he wanted to have 
me called, but gave way to the wishes of his wife’s 
mother, and called Dr. P. She still grew worse, and 
about 5 o’clock P. M. the same day, Mr. Jordan 
came after me. I went to see her ; found her par­
tially in a lethargic state—appeared very much as I 
have seen people while under the influence of opium. 
But mark—I do not say that she tens under the influence 
uf opium. She was under Dr. Palmer’s treatment, 
and her mother said that she was satisfied with Dr. 
Palmer, and I had no disposkion to interfere in the 
case, although I thought I could have helped her, and 
have had no reason to alter my opinion since—but 
came away without doing, or leaving, anything for 
her. The next day, about the same hour, I was sent 
for again in great haste. I went again, but found 
the Doctor there, doing as I suppose the best he 
could. She was much worse. I stopped fifteen or 
twenty minutes, and came away without doing a 
thing for her, although Mr. Jordan urged me very 
hard to do something for her. I told him that Doctor 
P. had not abandoned the case, and I then thought 
there was but a very small chance for her under any 
treatment, as she then appeared. I did not then, or 
at any previous time, give or deal out any medicine 
for her, or do any thing for her in a manner what­
ever. I do not wish to have the name of killing Dr. 
P.’s or any other physician’s patients ; it is enough 
for me to have the name of killing my own patients, 
when I happen to lose one. I will take this opportu­
nity to say that I never did lose either mother or 
child unde; such or similar circumstances, nor either 
in confinement.
5 BRYANT MORTON, M. D.
YOUNG AMERICAN’S MAGAZINE
O F
S E L F  I 3 I P R O T E M  E N T .
Combining Literary Entertainment and Instruction with, an 
effort to promote the union o f th trough Self-Improvement with 
every departmcnl o f Industry. Edited by G. W . Light. 
FTSNHE publisher of this work, designed to assist in ele- 
isL vating the public taste, instead of catering for thc too 
prevalent appetite for vicious and foolish reading, knew well 
that he could not succeed in his undertaking without bringing 
to his aid an extensive diversity as well as high order of 
talent; that, with the solid and sensible, must be blended 
spirit, wit, beauty and grace. Four numbers have been pub­
lished, each of which lias met with strong approbation, both 
from the press and the coinmunitv. They contain original 
papers by the Editor, J. R. Lowell, E. P. Whipple, Mrs. 
E. Oakes Smith, II. T . Tuckerman, Horace Greely, D. 
H. Howard, S. P. Andrews, I. F . Shepard, and Wendell 
Philips, together with selections carefully made from the 
best writers, Original Criticisms, Miscellaneous Notes, &c. 
The friends of a healthy literature are earnestly requested 
to give it their patronage.
Published semi-monthly. Price $1,20 per annum, in ad­
vance. Where more than one copy is taken, a proper dis­
count will be made.
Subscriptions will be received for the above valuable 
work by S. B. W E ST O N , General Agent fo r  Maine. 
Address—Cold W ater Fountain Office, Gardiner, Me. 5
R. MORTON keeps constantly on hand D r . Chap­
in’s Abdominal Supporters and Shoulder 
B races.
Also, a prime assortment of Syringes, all of which he 
offers for sale at the lowest priees. 5
S T O . \ E  W A R E
F O R  D A I R Y  P U R P O S E S .  I
EW  of our farmers are aware of all the advantages of 
using Stone M are in the management of the Dairy. 
It being made of peculiar kinds of clay, which bv the action 
of a powerful heat is converted into stone, should be suffi­
cient to recommend ii to everyone who has the care of milk 
It is well known that the common broWn earthen ware so 
much in use is glazed with lead, which will corrode when 
acted upon by an acid, and as cream is very liable to become 
sour in warm weather, the oxygen that it imbibes from die 
atmosphere, which makes it sour, must in some degree act 
upon tlie lead of the glazed pot and form the oxvde of lead, 
and render it not only disagreeable to the fast?, but very un­
wholesome* The stone pot, being entirely free from all 
substances of this kind, and in a high degree a non-conduc­
tor, keeps the cream cool and in a pure and sweet state 
much longer than the glazed pot or a wooden Vessel. And 
lor the purpose of packing down Butter, the stone pot will 
preserve every part of it sweet and pure, while thc glazed 
pot or wooden firkin imparts to that portion of the mass 
which comes in contact with them, a disagreeable flavor.— 
For the same reasons the stone churn, for those who have 
but few cows, is far superior to the old fashioned article.— 
No oiic dan properly appreciate the difference betw een stone 
and earthen ware for these puqxiscs until they have tried 
them.
The Stone Ware Factory in Gardiner is located near 
the extensive Hard and Crockery M arc Store of II. F . 
D ay & Co.,and conducted by the subscriber, who w ill keep 
constantly on hand a good assortment of every description 
of the above named M are, at wholesale and retail, on as fa­
vorable terms as at any other establishment of the kind in 
this countiy. Orders from thc country respectfully solicited, 
and M’arc safely [lacked to ship at short notice:
2 * ROBERT THOM PSON.
C i a r i f i n e r  B a i s k  A o l i c e .
n p i I E  Stockholders of the Gardiner Bank arc hereby 
-BL notified to meet at their Banking House, in Gardiner, j 
on .MONDAY, tlie 30th day of August, instant, at 3 o’clock 
P. M., to see what measures thev will adopt in relation to 
removing from their present Banking House, disposing o ft 
the same, by sale or otherwise: ana procuring another.— i 
Bv order of the Directors.
JO SEPH  ADAMS, Cashier: 
Gardiner, Aug. 10th, 1847.
F o s t e r ’ s  U i o s s a a t r . i s i  [ C o s s s i m h u h I
SEEMS to be the ONLY article forthe Hair in which the public has placed implicit confidence. Its “ powerful 
tonic” and peculiar efficacy in the reproduction of the hair 
aside from its virtues in giving richness and a lasting mois­
ture longer than anv thing else can, giving it theprecedenca 
with both Ladies and Gentlemen over every other article 
heretofore invented for the toilet.
In first bringing this Compound before thc public, the 
proprietor rejected all substances or agents dry ing, heating 
or deleterious in tlicir composition, and labored assiduously 
to conjoin in it those medicinal materials which his thor­
ough experience for many years has tested, and w hich many 
medical gentlemen have prououced the most tonical, mollient 
and effective in thc preservation and reproduction of the 
Hair.
After surmounting many difficulties lie has been suc­
cessful in making this Compound highly useful and advan­
tageous to all persons, by combining in it two intrinsic qual­
ities—first thc power of restoration of wanted vitality to 
diseased skin of the head; and secondly to its concomitant 
appendage the hai r preservation and strength to the 
roots, aud to its texture beauty, richness, and a lasting 
moisture. H ence its invaluableness for ladies’ 
dressing . Dandruff, too, that unhealthy excrescence, is 
speedily dissipated by the use of this Compound.
Many flattering approvals of this Compound have been 
given by men of distinguished worth. In a letter from Dr. 
Sami. Noyes of New Haven, Conn., lie says “ 1 think it is 
the best preparation for the liair that I have seen, and shall 
recommend it as such.”
Mr. A. L. Brooks, of Lowell, Mass., gives it as his 
opinion after using it iu his family for some time, that it “ is 
the best article for the hair ever got out in this section of 
the country.”
& f * P u R C H A S E R S  MUST A L W A Y S  A SK  F O R  F O S T E R ’S
Mountain Compound. 3m5
Sold by G. M. ATW OOD, Gardiner.
HEALTH INSURANGE.
T HE subscriber gives notice, that he lias received the appointment of Agent of the Massachusetts Health In­
surance Company, and now offers to the public liis services 
in that capacity.
This company proposes to insure the health of persons 
between tlie ages of 20 and 65 inclusive, at the fewest rates 
consistent with its permanency, and for a term of from one 
o five years, as may be desired by the assured. It is lo­
cated in the city of Boston, with a capital of 50,000 dollars, 
and a Board of officers, whose character at once secures to 
it the confidence of the public.
Application for insurance can be made at all times to tlie 
subscriber at liis Office in Gardiner; w here he will be happy 
also to give any information concerning the intstiution; its 
principles, &c., he mav be possessed of, to those w ho may 
desire it. ‘ GEORGE W . BACHELDER.
Gardiner, August 1 8 ,1S47. 4tf
Officers o f the Mass. Health Ins. Co.:
T homas T a rbell , Pres’t, A. L. S timson; Sec’v: 
Directors:
Thomas Tarbell, Wm. A. Brown, Horace Williams,
Holmes Hinkley, C. W . Loring, Thos. W: Hooper,
J. H. Wilkins, E. R. Clarke, Dext’r Brigham Jr;
Uriel Cooper, Seth Adams, Wm. A. Pierpont,
Otis Tufts, E . P. Whipple, Moses Kimball;
E. A. Hobart, James French, John H. Rogers,
Luther Munn, Calvin Shepherd.
Hard Ware and Crockery,
„  HENRY F. DAY & Co.,
j Nos> I & 2, B ay’s Brick B lock , over the B ridge,
| N E A R  T H E  G A R D IN E R  F L O t'R  M I L L S ,
OFFER  for sale a large and extensive assortment of HARD WARE and CROCKERY 
H a r d  'Ware.—Their stock of Hard M are consists in 
part o f tlie following, viz: IRON and S I  ELL; Cut and 
Wrought Nails; Sheet Lead; Lead Pipe; Zinc; Copper 
and Iron Pumps; Axletrees; Carriage aud Seat Springs, 
Anvils and Vises.
Saw s.— Cross-Cut, Circular, Mill and Pit Saws, &.c., 
&c., &c. , .
Carpenters’ T ools.—A good assortment of I oreign 
and Domestic Manufacture.
Sadlery Goods—a great variety:
Agricultural T ciols.— P lows, Scythes, Snaths, Rakes, 
Hay aud Manure Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes,Crow Bars,
&C’’t L A R G E  A S S O R T M E N T  O F  C U T L E R Y ,  
Tea and Door Bblls; Trunk and Chest Locks; Butts aud 
Screws; Hinges, Door Handles and Bolts; Glass and Ma­
hogany Knobs; Mill Files and Rasps, a large assortment,— 
Tacks' and Brads, Shoe Nails, Co flee Mills. Flat Irons, 
Seives; Candlesticks, M'irc, Ox, Trace and M'ell Chains. 
Also, Paint, YVhite M'asli and Varnish Brushes, Manilla 
and Hemp Cordage, Bed Cords; Window Lines, &e.
y O L L O W  I M i ,
WINDOW GLASS, OF A L L  SIZ E S .
CHINA, GLASS, & CROCKERY W ARE.
A larae assortment of China, Glass, and Crockery M arc, 
of the latest styles; M liite Stone, Blue and Brown Dining, 
Tea and Toilet Setts; French & English China Tea Setts.
L a m p s .—Solar, Astral, and Bracket Lamps. Glass 
Candlesticks; Preserve and Fruit Dishes, Pitchers, Sugars, 
Creams and Plates, Lamp Shades, &c. ■ .
Girandoles, with one, two, and tliree lights, ot various 
styles; Just received; a large and splendid Assortment of 
V A S E S . .
Common 4Vares— Common Tea Setts; Mash Bowls 
and Pitchers; Plates, Mugs,&c: Y ellow S t o n e  W a r e , 
a large variety. , , - n
Also, W illow  and W ooden \Y are;— Cradles; Bas­
kets, Chairs, Tubs, Pails, Measures, Brooms; Matts, floor  
and Dust Brushes, See., &c: _ ^
5 0 0  Gallons Linseed Oil; 2 0 0 0  Lbs. Extra and Pure 
Ground Lead, which will be sold at the lowest prices:
Gdfdiiier; Aug. 6,1847: _  -d __________ __
The New York
E X T R A  G R O U N D  R O C K  S A L T ,
F R O M  T H E  C E L E B R A T E D  M IL L S  O F  W A L ­
D R O N  4- Co., P O R T L A N D .
T HE subscriber, having taken the Agency, now offers for sale the above mentioned Salt at wholesale, as 
cheap as can be bought elsewhere, and warranted to be as 
good as any to be found. Traders will please call and e x - ' Months 
amine before purchasing elsewhere.
NATHANIEL -MOTLEY, I :
At J ames Stone’s Store; j POST PAID:
Gardiner, Aug. 18,1847.
S C I E N T I F I C  A M E R I C A N .
T H I R D  Y E A R .
r iY I l iS  popular Scientific and Mechanical Journal; (which 
J- htis already attained the largest circulation of any 
weekly paper oi tlie kind in the world,) will commence its 
T hird VolOme on Saturday; Sept: 25th;
Each number of The Scientific American contains from 
FIVE to SEVEN ORIGINAL MECHANICAL EN­
GRAVINGS; a catalogue of AMERICAN PA T E N TS, 
as issued from the Patent Office each week; notices of the 
progress of all new Mechanical ana Scientific, inventions; 
instructions in various Arts and Trades; with Engravings; 
curious Philosophical and Chemical experiments; the latest 
Railroad intelligence in Europe and America; all tlie differ­
ent Mechanical Movements published in a series and illus­
trated w ith more than a Hundred Engravings, k c . k c .
It is in fact a paper that MERITS tbe patronage of all 
MECHANICS and MANUFACTURERS throughout the 
United States, and should be in the hands ot every one that 
feels an interest in thc advancement of Mechanical or Sci­
entific improvements m this Country:
It is published in QUARTO FORM; conveniently adapt­
ed to BINDING, and furnished to Country Subscribers at 
the L O W  P R IC E  O F T W O  D O L L A R S  A  Y E A R ;  
O N E  D O L L A R  I N  A D V A N C E ,  and the remainder in 
Address, [4w2]
MUNN &. CO., Publishers;
128 Fulton-Street; New York.
3w4
M u s i c  l o t *  t h c  M i l S i o t i .
M. ATM'OOD lias received from New York and!
NEW  IRON FOUNDRY,
A N D  M A C H I N E  S H O P .
9 Boston publishers, a large and splendid assortment FW^HE subscribers, having built a new lion 1 ouiidiy and 
of NEW  and FASHIONABLE MUSIC, which he offers Maeliiue Shop, are prepared to lunush CAb 1 IN US
on reasonable terms. Comprised in this assortment are 
elegant Quicksteps, Marches, M altzcs, Songs, k c . ,  k c .—
Call and examine.
Gardiner, August 20, 1847. 4
Cheap ! Cheap !! Cheap !!!
T. W. TOWNSEND,
AVING taken the Store formerly occupied by Ray 
Thompson & Co., nearly opposite B. Esmond, offers 
to tlie inhabitants of Gardiner a variety of Merchandise; 
comprising a good assortment of
Groceries, Provisions & Dry Goods,
Crockery,& Paper Hangings, which he will sell at prices so 
extremely low' that cannot fail to give entire satisfaction to 
those who may wish to purchase.
Please call and examine. 4 Aug. 18.
fit short notice; and on favorable terms;
They will manufacture M iudlass Purchases, Quarter 
Blocks, Sliieves, Hawser, Stern, Deck and Side Pipes, 
Belaying Rails, Pins, Chocks, &c:
F or Mills,—Shafting Gears, Wing and Plate Gudg­
eons, Iron Buckets, Rims; Cranks, Boxes; also, Saw Ar­
bors, Boxes for Millstone eyes, Hubs for Carts and Wag­
ons, Boxes, Doe Plow Castings, Fire Frames, Fire Dogs, 
Cultivator Teeth, and most kinds of Castings wanted for 
Agriculture, Ship-Building, and Machinery. 
They have also purchased of the proprietor the right of 
the AD K INS W A T E R  W H E E L ,  (known by some 
as tlie Lawton Wh e e l ,) for the County of Lincoln; It 
is a most valuable invention; where the saving of water is 
an important consideration; They are perfectly adapted to 
Tide Mills, as they will run equally as well tvith any given 
head under as out of water. Their advantages are very 
great under low heads of w ater, as Saw-mills and other ma­
chinery may be driven very fast under four foot head and 
fall. They are so enclosed as not to freeze in winter, and 
in construction they are simple, cheap and durable, bcin^S t r a y e d  o r  S t o l e n  !
ROM theenclosure of S imeon Kimball, in Gardin- made of cast iron, "and they are geared with less than half 
er, on or about thc 14th inst., a small sized Dark ; the expense of the common Tub Wheel, besides other ad-___expense
Brown Mare with aheavy switch tail,about 8 or 9years old. vantages too numerous to mention here. 
Whoever will return said mare to the subscriber, in Wales, 
or give information where she may be found, shall be liber­
ally rewarded for all trouble. JOEL SMALL.
Gardiner, August 19,1847. 4
’N
Persons who -wish to improve tlicir Mills, are invited to 
call and examine one in operation at this Foundry.
There are, also, four Saws driven "by one at the Dama- 
riscotta Mill, near this Foundry.
Undoubted references will be given as to its merits;
LOTHROP k  HIGGINS. 
Damariscotta Mills, July 27,1847. lt f
( oimd’s Magical Fain Extractor.
IN all the follow ing complaints the Magical Salve acts like 
a charm, and is warranted to please in every case. No one 
need purchase thc Salve upon uncertainties, as wc guaran­
tee it to operate more effectually than any other preparation 
before thc public, or any prescription prepared by any medi­
cal man in America. *
Burns, Frosted Parts, Chafe, Tetter', Blotches; Strains, 
Erysipelas, Mumps, Galls, A ll Corns, Runrounds, Ring- 
tvomis; Carbuncle, Prickly Heat; Broken Breast, Sore Lips, 
Blistered Surfaces, White Swellings, Tender Feet, Inflama- 
tory Rheumatism, Ague isi the Face add Breast, Fever Sores, 
Sore Eyes and inflamed Skin, Weak Sight, Rough Hands, 
Biles and Warts, Paiils in thc Back and Side/ Cold in. 
Wounds, Scalds, CMlllains, Chaps, Pimples, Sore Nijjples, 
Ulcers, Cuts, Blister Dressings, Tic DoloreeiUJ;  Piles, Bar­
ber’s Itch, Eruption, Sore eye Lids, Fclcrl, Sore Legs, Bruis­
es, Sore Throat, General Sores.
A S  A  F A M I L Y  M E D IC IN E ,
No man can measure its value; so long as the stars roll 
, , over the heavens; so long as man treads the earth, subject
advancement of the pupils* , . ; to all the infirmities of the flesh; so long as disease and sick-
Peisons at a distance will be assisted m procuring board j ncss js known;—just so long will this good ointment, if used,
| be esteemed.
Hundreds and hundreds o f Certificates can and have been 
4 { produced from the most respectable people in the country,
! stating the goodness of this Salve. See a pamphlet, which
F A l ’ K R  , \ U * .
M. ATWOOD has just opened n large and elegant 
V.iS © assortment of PAPER HANGINGS, cf the la­
test and most approved style, received from the manufac­
tures and auctions, which will be sold on the most favorable 
terms. This assortment is the best in tlie place.
N E W  S T Y L E  OF WINDOW CURTAINS
of most elegant patterns. For sale cheap.
Gardiner, Aug. 20, 1847. 4
G n r d i i i c r  I L y c c u i i i .
F S n ilE  Fall Term will commence cm MONDAY, the 23d 
JL of August, under the continued charge of C; H. 
W h e e l e r , A. M., Principal, and Miss S: E. Chad­
wick, Preceptress.
Through the liberality of its friends, this Instituticm offers 
superior facilities for the acquisition of a sound English and 
classical education: To secure the full benefit of these; die 
government of the school proposes the most perfect order, 
and is administered on the mildest principles consistent with 
this end; On Saturday of each week, there will be a re­
view' of the studies of the week, when the parents and oth­
ers interested niav witness the method of instruction and the
by applying to the Principal.
Tuition from $4  to $5 , per term. 
Gardiner, August 20, 1847.
Aus
I ’ o r k  n n d  H a s n s .
BBLS. Clear and Extra Clear Pork ; 1 cask 
Hams—-just received and for sale bv 
13. JOHN D ENN IS.
B O T A N I C  M E D I C I N E S .
I S .  M O  R  T O  Ar
is to be had gratis of every Agent of thc Pain Extractor.
Sold wholesale, by ROSS &. POOR, (late Comstock & 
Ross) No. 19, Tremont Row, Boston. Also, sold by their 
Agents in Gardiner; G; M Atwood; C; P. Branch, A. T. 
Perkins; 6ml
H o l m  s t o c k ' s  V e r m i f u g e .
T his remedy for worms 13 one cf die most extraordinary 
A m n ,  i ,1 • r - j ,i ever used. It effectually eradicates wbrrns of even- sort,
°A  akc ,.thls oPPortwHty o inform the friends oi for diikh-en and adults: * 3
Medical Reform, and the public generally m Card.-; T H O U S A N D S  perish by Worms Without the real cause 
ner and the surrodnd.ng country: that lie has agu.n perma- bein? knoun, Som‘e other Reason is assigned for their sick-
nently located himself in said tow a, and opened a Store o
Uotamc J&eftttf uts,
with a very large assortment, more so than any other estab 
lishmcnt on Kennebec River; of both simples and com­
pounds; where he ran supply both Physicians and countre 
traders; also individuals who w ish to purchase for then- 
own use, all of which he w ill sell as low, or lower, than can
ness, until too late to cure die real cause.
What immense responsibility then rests upon the parent w ho 
does not know , and the doctor who does not understand the 
complaint which is destroying those precious flowers of
1 i fe— Children;
What shall be done! The answer is plain. Give tin 
vermifuge, which will be sure to do good, if  they have no 
W'orms; and if they have, it will destroy and eradicate them
and the disclosures of the prisoners, and the pa- ringe.) It seems to tis,however, that if everything 
pers seized in their possession had already thrown depends upon the skin, an ass in a lion's skin is a 
much light on the conspiracy.
M o l a s s e s ,  C o l f e e *  S u g a r ,  & c -
HHDS. Molasses; 8 boxes H. B. Sugar; IS bags 
A  Coffee; 100 bags S a lt; 35 packages Black T eas; 
4 boxes Tobacco,—for sale by JOHN D E N N IS.
be bought at any other establishment on the river, or in the i with a certainty ami precision truly astonishing.
®ta5e- . | It cannot harm the smallest infant or the strongest adult.
N. B. I)r. Morton intends to keep constantly on There is no mercury or mineral in it. Mercury is the basis 
hand all kinds of B O I A jS I  C M E  DICES E S  that are of most worm remedies: and the remedy is sometimes worse 
kept in auy ^Druggist Store, except those of a poisonous na- than the disease. So never use lozenges, but reiv upon
ture, narcotics, k c . ,  for he goes on the “no poison” princi- j this. Even- person w ill be convinced on one trial, that it is 
pic* It you wish to buy poisons to KILL, go to some j the most perfect cure ever invented.
other place; but il to cure your maladies, aches and pains,; The immense sale that this vermifuge has, is a sure test ot 
come to this place,  ^ Its value and the estimation in which It is held by families.
(g pF irst Door L ast o f ( lay’s Brick B l o c k , it would be quite too expensive to publish a volume of cer- 
JYe a r  th e  G r i s t  M i l l  W ater  S t tifieates that have K en given for this article, and the users
Gardiner, August 13, 1847 3tf ’ f  il ar-c fc'll,cs,ted. to f read1thc nainc t0 a!J persons whom_____  ' - . ____ ________ __________ thev think my lie benefitted by it.
T liC  N a p l e s  H a i r  D is c  Speak ot it inall families, and you will do your duty lo
For some unaccountable reason, for the last one or two I >?,,rllfell°" crcatnrcf’ aafl fwl. a~ared of the approbation 
years, many voung people, both male and female, have had i of(d- ^  ,nen.; aad " ill receive your reward in heaven, 
the misfortune to have their hair turn prematurely grev. 1 ,, - c ca 1 °,n,a ? , c,t,zens t0 lnake known the effects ol 
liave been frequently applied to for something to UrnTtheir "O U’11' "  !' r.c,T"?f -v‘
liair back to its natural color, which has induced me to go ,  ‘ ol ' " ^ k sa le  by ROsrs k  POOR, (late Comstock 
to much trouble and expense in order to furnish mv custom- noss0  l .rcinoa' lk°" • Boston; and retail by their 
ers and the public generally, with a new and improvedIlair J * n ,ar'jlrier> C. P. B ran c h , G. M. Atw ood , and
Dye—one that is entirely effectual, and not the least injuri- ■ i erkins,________________ -____ 6m l_________
ous to thc head or liair, for the moderate price of 50 cents h> ,. , , , ,
per bottle. I have succeeded bevond mv expectations. b-h v^itit i ■ * . , ’ r  D L£ , ,
This article I offer to thc public with great confidence. • r F 1,l,L “ ksenber ls appointed agent for the Buckfieici 
' - - B Powder Manufacturing Company—and is prepared to
as low prices as can be bought on the
A. T . PERKINS.
S a l e ,  o r  t o  L e t .
T HE subscriber offers for sale his House situated on the corner of Central and Elm Streets, occupied bv
I have had it thoroughly tested, time alter time, before I of- , i , 
fered it for sale. The price is such that all can afford to °r Cr
use it, and its quality, I believe to be Superior to anv ever '_______
before made. Sold by POOR & ROSS, (late Comstock & H o itS C  fO i
Ross,) 19 Tremont Row, Boston; and bv his Agents in'
Gardiner, A. T. P erkins, G. M. Atwood, and C. P.
B ranch 6m 1
S
_______________________ Mr. S . W . B a t e s . If not sold immediately it will be ,et,
OLAR and Camphcn° LAMPS, of various styles, for and possession given -oon. JOHN D ENNIS'
by 27tf H. C. T O R tE R , inly 27. ltf
T H E  C O L D W A T E R  F O U N T A I N  A N D  G A R D I N E R  N E W  S -  1. |: ' ( '
POET’S CORNER.
Come thou, sweet P o e t r y  ? thou nymph divine, 
And let us feel those thrilling charms of tlune, 
Which raise the soul terrestrial cares above,
To holv warmth, benevolence and love .
The following Poem from the New York Evening Post
bears the polish and refinement of Mr. Bryant s verse.
THE LABORING MAN.
I walked beyond the city’s bounds, 
Alon'T an unfrequented way— 
The small, uncultivated grounds 
Of poverty before me lay,
A fence of turf the spot surrounds 
The poor lone cabin was of clay.
’Twas sunset, and its parting light, 
W ith golden lustre, bathed the west, 
But seemed to linger in its flight,
To cheer the summer day to rest,
To gladden labor’s weary sight,
Like hope within a darkened breast.
It melted till the twilight crept 
With gentle step to kiss thc scene, 
And the soft breath of evening swept 
Its incense through the foliage green. 
'Die bird had ceased its note, and slept, 
And all was silent and serene.
was he still an utterly selfish wretch ? No, 
sir; his nature had been cultivated and soften­
ed. The tendrils of his affections had begun 
to bear the fruit of love to his fellows. He 
had heard there were female convicts in the 
prison, and he sent a peach to each of them. 
He had learned to love his teachers, and his 
officers, and he gave one to each of them as a 
token of his affection, and the two or three 
that were left, gave him, I doubt not, more 
pleasure than if he had eaten the whole crop 
Such, sir, is one of the tombs of the Phila­
delphia prison! Such are the fruits of love 
and improvement which one prisoner gather­
ed there! Would that those who cultivate 
larger gardens might gather from them such 
fruits for the body and for the sou l! »
The Young Wife.
A form within that cabin door,
In poor and simple garb arrayed,
With face of care, deep furrowed o’er 
Looked out upon the gatli’ring shade. 
‘He never lingered thus before,’
She sighed, and bitter grief displayed.
A moment more, that face o’ercast,
Grew radiant with joy’s brighter ray, 
The cloud had gathered—burst and passed, 
For he, her only hope and stay,
Came h u rry in g  to his home at last,
Far down tlie solitary way.
H e came, the man of toil and care,
W ith brow o’ershadowed by distress—
And met, with sad, dejected air,
The wife’s affectionate caress !
His heart seemed fu ll! What storm was there, 
To cause him so much wretchedness I
A word sufficed to tell the tale;
A ship, from foreign lands away,
Had yielded to the swelling sail,
And now was anchored in the bay. 
The eye was moist, thc cheek was pale 
That listened to the laborer’s lay.
‘O il! I am broken-hearted, and my tongue 
Refuses utterance of what I know;
My brain is maddened, and my spirit wrung, 
While sinks my form beneath this blow. 
Bear with me, faithful one, while I impart 
The heavy sorrows of my troubled heart.
and importance; the difficulty is to rise to a 
high station, not to fill it.
The measure of a man’s virtue is what he 
would do, if he had neither the laws, nor pub­
lic opinion, nor even his own prejudices to re­
strain him.— Hazlitt's Essays.
I> R . J .  A . JA O K S O Y ,
P H Y S I C I A N  & S U R G E O N ,
Office over G. B aeker’s S tore, 
P I T T S T O N ,  M E .  48
S W I F T ,
‘Mend— mend—mend ! every week this 
old clothes basket full of ragged frocks and 
shirts and stockings. It is enough to exhaust 
one’s patience lo be forever darning and mend­
ing !’ Thus pettishly ejaculated the young 
wife and mother as she sat down late one Sat­
urday evening to do her week’s mending.— 
She had probably been brought up in idleness, 
with an indulgent mother to set every needed 
stitch in a worn garment; or perchance she 
had idled away her time, reading novels, nev­
er dreaming of the sober realities of domestic 
life or perhaps she had spent her time at the 
piano or the drawing table— employments use­
ful and agreeable at proper times, but which 
alone can never make a profitable or comfort­
diflusing mistress of a family. Really, thought 
I, as I looked on her vexed countenance, she 
has one thing yet to learn : that to labor with 
pleasure, she must be ‘constant in season and 
out of season,’and cultivate the habit of think­
ing more of the comfort her labors will thus 
secure to iler loved ones, than of the toil it­
self.
‘On that far isle where our young days were passed, 
A bolt has fallen from God’s mighty hand !
Upon the forms of men disease is cast,
And blight and desolation sear the land;
On every side the wailings of despair
Rise from the lips of those who loved us there.
‘Dost thou remember where the silver stream 
Leaps in its wild career the vale along,
Where oft w e’ve lingered in our summer dream, 
And filled the air with hope’s expectant song I 
In every cottage on the old hill’s side
Some of our well-beloved friends have died.
‘Oh ! I can see the pale and haggard face 
Of her whose last farewell’s ne’er forgot, 
Who, when she held me in her last embrace, 
Invoked a blessing on the laborer’s lot,
How little dreamed she, when those tear drops fell, 
That she would starve, and I midst plenty dwell.
‘To-day these dreadful tidings met my ear,
And quick I turned my weekly earning o’er ;
’T is gone, ’midst choking prayers and burning tears 
And Oh ! I would to God it had been more !
’Tis gone—and in the thought I find relief,
It checks the swelling torrent of my grief.’
The laborer ceased; his tale was o’er,
His heart unburthened of its care;
And passing in his humble door,
He bent his weary form in prayer.
The anguish that his features wore
W as passed, and hope sat smiling there.
Go I bless the laboring man; ‘thy bread 
Is on the far-off waters cast;
And He who came to save lias said,
‘It shall return to thee at last.’
'I'lie rich shall find no softer bed,
Or happier mcm’ries in the past.
The future, it is full of flowers
To Christian hearts, so pure as thine- 
A nd may the knowledge of these hours 
Shed such a blessing upon mine,
That I may seek those joyous bowers, 
Where spirits like to thee incline.
MISCELLANEOUS.
All kinds and qualities, gathered from all quarters.
Tbe following gentlemen are authorized Agents 
for the F o un ta in  :—
Edward Fenno.
Rev. S. Bray.
Andrew Herbert.
Ariel Wall.
Samuel Parker.
J. P. Piiley,
Rev. S. B. Abbot.
Dr. A. Heath.
H. B. White, A. Chick.
Dr. William Snow.
John F. Nute.
John Trask, Jr.
Samuel Chandler.
J. H. Smith.
D. N. Rogers.
George A. Hobbs, Esq. 
William H. Weeks, Esq.
N. B. Folsom, Jr.
Rev. J. W. Lawton.
John Irvin.
Rev. L. Bradford.
M. M. Ransom.
O. Bartlett,
Job Lord.
G. G. Roberts.
C. H. DeWolfe.
Samuel Bufftim, P. M. 
George W. Snow.
Rev. Abel Allton 
J. H. Sherman.
Daniel P. Lake.
Hamilton Joy.
J. Coy.
Wm C. Smith.
H. Fletcher.
J. W. Cox.
Win. T. Thompson.
James Allen.
Wm. Ross.
S. Greeley.
N. M. Stevens.
Wm. Freeman, Jr.
Wm. H. Mack.
C H A K L E ^
WATCH-MAKER & JEWELLER,
Comer o f Water and Maine Streets, 
GARDINER, MAINE.
Augusta,
Sheepscot Bridge, 
Wiseasset, 
Hallowell, 
Bloomfield, 
Brooks, 
Farmington, 
Windsor, 
Waterville, 
Fairfield,
Lincoln,
New Sharon, 
Winthrop,
Belfast,
Fallen,
Canaan,
Unity,
Dexter,
Leeds,
Sedgwick, 
Monson, 
Waldoboro', 
Harmony, 
Frankfort,
Lee,
Oidlown,
Orono,
Bangor,
Solon,
Bucksport,
Ellsworth,
J .  B . W F IS K F 8 ? ,
G A R D IN E R , M E .
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon thc most improved plan, 
and sufficient time given to test them before any pay is re- 
red. 41tf —quire
ENO CH  M A RSH A LL,
G A R D I N E R .  ( M e .)
0Cf=All business forwarded by mail or otherwise,^prompt­
ly attended to.
w .  J) I  C I i  L  Y
N
D E P U T Y  S H E R I F F ,
G A R D I N E R ,  Kennebec Co., Me. 
B .— Business by mail promptly attended to.______ _
_ I B E i \ K Y  F .  B A Y  &  C o . ,
---------- I M P O R T E R S  O F  -------- -
H A R D W A R E  & C U T L E R Y ,
--------- A N D  D E A L E R S  I N --------
Crockery, Glass & China Ware, 
l  H O  S T E E L )  N v E  1 L  S ,  
W ® 8 tfS > Q )V T
D a y 's  N ew  B lock, corner o f  B r id g e  Sum m er S ts .,  
Near the Flour Mills,— G A R D IN E R , M e .
H E N R Y  F. D A Y ,  36 J A S .  P. H I T C H C O C K .
Calais, 
Machias, 
Machiasport, 
Robbinston, 
Whitneyville, 
Baring, 
Freedom, 
Foxcroft, 
Dover, 
Cherryfield, 
Easlport,
B f i i .  J .  N .  S M I T H ,
TIIOM SONIAN BOTANIC P H Y S IC IA N ,
Office in the new block, Corner of W ater and Bruns­
w ick streets; Residence on Chestnut street, 
near Washington street.
G A R B  I N K R  , M A I N E  .29
I t .  C R A W F O R D ,
©  &  £ &  Q> ffi  9
27
Tvo doors above Parks & Bailey’s Store,
W ater Street,—  G A R D IN E R .
o .
Important Notice to Owners of Horses,
And all who Use and have the Care of them.
W . L O W E L L ,
---------D E A L E R  I N --------
S U I T 9  €  H . l  N  B L E U  1 *,
GROCERIES & PROVISIONS,
P A I N T S  A N D  O I L S ,
First Door o f the Ferry, G A R D I N E R , Me.
Cultivation of Peaches, ami Philan­
thropy in a Prison,
But let us now describe the Philadelphia 
prison. A prisoner, when lie enters, is led, 
blindfold to his cell, or his room, as it may be 
called, which is about twelve feet long by eight 
wide, and sixteen feet.high in the centre; this 
room has a hoard floor, it is well ventilated, 
and it is warmed by an iron pipe, in which is 
hot water ; it has its loom or shoe-bench; his 
table, his bed, a chair or two, a hook-shelf, &c. 
There is always a plentiful supply of fresh 
water, so that he has no occasion to go out for 
anything.
On the outer wall of this room (I speak of 
those on the lower floor) is a grated door which 
leads out into a garden, about fifteen feet long 
by eight feet wide.
I had been conversing with one of the con­
victs in his room, and went into the yard. It 
was a small garden, very small indeed, and it 
was surrounded with high walls ; but there 
was a kind of mother earth, as ready to yield 
her prolific bosom to the labors of the convicts 
as to those of the husbandman ; and there was 
the bright sun shining as warmly and genially 
upon the poor prisoner as upon any prince ; 
and God, who sends his rain upon the unjust 
as well as upon the just, came down there in 
every passing shower, and was found there 
every morning in the glittering dew.
It was autumn, and the flowers were fading, 
and the yellow leaves were falling from a 
peach tree that grew hy the garden w all!— 
Yes, sir, a peach tree in the tomb of a Penn­
sylvania convict!
He had planted it, and watered it, and nur­
tured its swelling buds, and rejoiced over its 
opening blossoms, and caressed its tender leaves, 
until it became to him like a child, like a com­
panion, like a friend, like a teacher!
Every day the culture and care of his plant 
lightened the task in his cc-11; and on the Sab­
bath, after the study of his Bible, his dumb 
companions in the garden open to him new 
pages in God’s great book of nature.
Well, sir, the harvest came, and his tree 
bore fruit; and its tiny branches hold out to 
him, as with loving hands, their load of lus- 
cous peaches. And what did he do with them? 
Had he become a greedy animal; he who, 
when out in the world had cheated and plun­
dered his neighbors, and hated all mankind,
C o u r t in g . A lawyer, whom we know well 
did his courting off-hand. He had got a good 
practice and a high reputation, as well for what 
his noddle contained of Coke and Blackstone, 
as for being a very eccentric chap in all his 
ways, doing and saying. His eccentricity got 
him into the notion it wasn’t ‘meet that woman 
should he alone,’ and of a delightful summer’s 
eve, when the rose smiled and the cowslips 
laughed, Sunday evening, too, mind ye gentle 
reader, that
Delightful hour of witching love, 
he caught up his hat and was seen ascending 
the steps of the cottage beside the hill—where 
tripped
A lovely damsel, bright and fair.
She opened the door as he politely asked, 4is 
the Chief Justice within ? ‘No, sir,’ said the 
pretty one, ‘hut will he shortly.’ ‘Ah, that’s 
no matter, said the Counsellor, as he wras 
courtsied wdthin the door, ‘I did not come to 
see the father; my client is interested only in 
the testimony of the daughter. My client, 
madam, owns the mansion you see from yon­
der, and the pith of the suit is to ascertain if 
you would have any objection to becoming its 
mistress. I’ll call next Sabbath evening for 
your answer.’ ‘Why, sir, it won’t he neces­
sary to suspend the suit. I think your client’s 
case is founded in justice, and I am sure he 
will win his point without any special plead­
ing ; but as the father has been twenty-one 
years upon the bench, it would be decorous 
to see if his opinion does not confirm mine.’ 
Certainly, madam, said the lawyer, as the fa­
ther entered the apartment, lt is needless to 
say that the full court did not reverse the de­
cision, and the happy pair signed the bonds 
and went into profession in four weeks from 
that night.
Kidder’s Superior Horse Liniment. VIGOUR FV X  & G O U LD ,
A RRANTED to be one of the most valuable arti­
cles ever offcreil to the public for Sprains, W ind  
Galls, Spavins, Stiffness o f tlie Joints, Strains and Callouses 
o f long standing, also, Swelling, Fresh W ounds, Galls, 8pc.
This truly valuable Liniment has been in successful use 
for the last twenty years, and in no instance has it failed to 
give satisfaction. The proprietor cheerfully recommends 
the above remedy to the public under a full conviction of its 
efficacy in the above named diseases, and all others to which 
that valuable and useful animal, the Horse, by accident or 
neglect is liable, where an external application is required.—  
This Liniment will also apply equally well to Nevt or Horn­
ed Cattle. It reduces inflamation and swelling, or when the 
flesh has become callous, or when the cords stiff, it softens 
and reduces, and affords a full and free circulation to the 
parts previously affected. Purchasers may depend upon 
this being an entirely different article from any other ever 
offered to the public, both in its healing qualities, and su­
perior strength, as but a small quantity is required at a time 
to produce the desired effect.
Prepared only by the original inventor, JAS. K ID D E R , 
Jr., East Boston, Mass.
For sale wholesale and retail by G. W . LOW ELL, 1st 
door North of the Ferry, Gardiner, Me. 50
- D E A L E R S  I N -
W E S T  I NDI A & DRY GOODS
Allen 's Block,—8 doors South o f the Gardiner Hotel.
r .  M.  V I G O U R E U X . 27
Carpetings ! Carpetings!!
H E Subscriber has opened a C A R P E T  R O O M  in 
the Hall over his store, and has just received a large 
assortment o f W OOL C A R PE TIN G S comprising all the
qualities from Common to Extra Superfine. Cotton do 
some as low as 10 cts per yard! Wool and Cotton Stair Car­.
petings, all prices. Canton Mattings, Rugs, &c. OIL  
CLO TH S received this week, all o f which will be sold at 
lower prices than can lie purchased for elsewhere.
New lot of Dry Goods just received.
N . K . C H A D W IC K . 
Gardiner, July 12, 1847. 52
K E IX E Y & C O ’S
S K S .Z JL 'Z K 'S .I 'L 'L J .  i
HE subscriber has just received and is now opening 
his Spring Stock of P A P E R  H A N G I N G S ,  W in­
dow Curtains, Borders, and Fire Board Patterns. This 
stock is the largest, aud comprises the greatest variety of 
patterns ever offered on the Kennebec, as all will acknowl­
edge who choose to call and examine for themselves, 
july 23. F . G LAZIER, J r .
FO R  SCROFULA, DYSPEPSIA, L IV E R  
CO M PLAINT, JAUNDICE , C O STIV E ­
NESS, HUMORS, RHEUM ATISM.
TH IS valuable medicine is used FO UR times as much now as ever. This is because, that not only P H Y ­
S IC IA N S ,  but the public know it by experience, to be 
FAR T H E  B E S T , and therefore give it their united pref­
erence, to any other preparation, or form of Sarsaparilla.
K elley  & Co’s S a rs a p a r i l la
is so strong, and so certain to do good, but more than all, is 
known to have performed so many astonishing cures of 
D Y SP E P SIA — of SCROFULA, and of every form of 
RUN DOW N C O N STITU TIO N , that it has in spite of 
every opposition which self interest or malice could devise, 
won its way to the favor of PHY SICIANS and tlie pub­
lic in S ix  States o f the Union, in a very short time.
Try it! Try it! Let not the frequent disappointments 
which vou meet with in the use of other articles, deprive 
vou of the A L L -H E A L IJ S G  and H E A L H - R L S I O R -  
IN G  power of this medicine.
Manufacturers 4* Proprietors,
JOS. L. KELLEY & Co., 
Chemists & Druggists, 108 Middle St., Portland.
N. B .— K E L L E Y  C O 'S  S A R S A P A R I L L A  has
been examined by P rofessor Cleaveland , and other 
P hysicians, in regard to its strength and virtues, and it is 
acknowledged to contain T H R E E  T I M E S  as much Sar­
saparilla as anv other, of any size w h a tev er .
Agents in Gardiner, CHAS. P. BRANCH, 
H EN R Y  SM ITH , and 
A. T . PER K IN S. 
Pittston, GIDEON BARKER. 
i f f  Agents will furnish C IR C U L A R S ,  gratis, which 
give most valuable hints in regard to D ise a s e , H ea lth , 
and Med ic in e . 6m40
july 23.
P a p e r  H a n g i n g s .
ROLLS, o f French and American manufac­
ture, in store and for sale bv
F . G LA ZIER . J r .
S u p e r i o r  E i g s .
A  F E W  boxes o f  Superior F igs, just received bvA. T . P E R K IN S .
R. W O O D ’S W ild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Bitters, 
a certain cure for Jaundice and Billious complaints, 
and impurities of the blood, for sale bv 
july 23. C. P . B R A N C H .
B eesw ax  W a n te d .
The subscribers wish to purchase a quantity of
{Beeswax of good quality, for which cash and a fair 
#Ve  price will be paid.
45tf J. & B . S T A N F O R D .
JT N D O W  G L A SS.— Just received a prime assort- 
f ment o f Glass o f all sizes— which will be sold cheap 
for cash. A . T . P E R K IN S.
K in d  W o rds  do  n o t  C o st  M u c h . They 
never blister the tongue or lips. And we have 
never heard of any mental trouble arising from 
this quarter.
Though they do not cost much, yet they ac­
complish much :
1. The}' help one’s own good nature and 
good will. Soft words soften our own soul.—  
Angry words are fuel to the flame of wrath, 
and make it blaze the more fiercely.
2. Kind words make other people good na- 
tured. Cold words freeze people, and hot 
words scorch them, and sarcastic words irritate 
them, and bitter words makes them bitter, and 
wrathful words makes them wrathful.
There is such a rush of all other kinds of 
words in our days that it seems desirable to 
give kind words a chance among them. There 
are vain words, and idle words, and hasty 
words, and spiteful words, and silly words, 
and empty words, and profane words, and 
boisterous words, and warlike words.
Kind words also produce their own image 
on men’s souls. And a beautiful image it is. 
They soothe and quiet and comfort the hearer. 
They shame him out of his sour, morose, un­
kind feelings. We have not yet begun to use 
kind words in such abundance as they ought 
to be used.
.A V IS ’ G E N U I E N  P A I N  K I L L E R ,  j Just 
" a large lot— for sale, wholesale and retail, by
A. T . P E R K IN S .
rec’d
T r n s M ‘ S .
INIIO M PSO N'S celebrated Trusses and Abdominal . Supporters—a large supply just received and for sale 
W h y  ' C. P . BR AN C H .
T o  U et,
TW O or T H R EE  ST O R E S in the new brick block, corner of Brunswick and W ater streets.
given immediately. Rent reasonable. 
Gardiner, Apr. 30, 1847. 41tf
Possession 
Enquire of 
S . BOW M AN.
More than 1,000 Cured (not Killed) by
J ALLD’S Highly Approved Vegetable Gum Rheu- ® matic Plaster, which is a wonder in the laud and is 
astonishing the world at large. It is a sure cure for the 
Rheumatism, however severe. There is no mistake about 
it. It surpasses all the Liniments ever invented. It not 
onlv relieves instantly, but actulally cures and removes the 
diseases. It is a very simple remedy, yet it does the work 
without labor, expense, blisters or suffering.
It Cu r e s! It Cu r e s! It acts like a charm—restoring 
the afflicted sufferer in a few hours, or it may be days, to 
accustomed health and activity. It warms and stimulates 
wherever applied, and extracts the cold from the parts affect­
ed, and in a very singular manner, it seems to be at perfect 
war with this complaint; for the Rheumatism cannot live 
with this Plaster.—This can be attested by thousands who 
have tried it.
It is intended solely for severe Local Rheumatism in the 
joints, cords, bones, &c. This it will CURE. Also, con­
tracted cords, swellings, acute pains, &c.
( f tP r ic e  25 and 37 1-2 cents, per box.
For a more particular description, sec pamphlets iu the 
hands of the agents; also large bills.
JOHN SA F FO R D , 2d, E sq., sole proprietor for the 
sale of the above, Monmouth, Me., to whom all orders must 
be addressed, to receive prompt attention, post pa id .
For sale by R Partridge, J Hedge, J W  Patterson, Au­
gusta; II J Selden & Co, Thomas Hovcy, Hallowell; A T  
Perkins, G M Atwood; Gardiner; Dr Wm Safford, Smith 
Baker, Litchfield; Standly & Prince, Winthrop; It B Dunn 
S C Moulton, Wayne; J F & J A Sanborn, L Dav; 
Readfield; H B Lovejoy,Fayette; D S Purrington, Sidney; 
W  H Hatch, W est Waterville; Lorenzo Crowell, Water­
ville ; Thos Frye Vassalboro; J F  Rogers &. Co, China; 
George Baker,'Albion; A Parker, Greene; Calvin Hop­
kins, Mt Vernon; A S  French, Dexter; Seth Beals, Jr, 
Turner; II Ingalls, Mercer; T  G Whittier, Farmington; 
J H Sawyer, Norridgcwock. OQ*r
IVotice.
THE subscriber would give notice to the citizens of Gardiner and vicinity, that having graduated at the
Botanico-Medical College of Cincinnati, Ohio, he considers 
himself fully competent to attend to all the calls in liis Pro­
fession. l i e  would express liis gratitude to his friends for 
their former patronage, and hopes to meet with that success 
which will secure a continuance of the same.
B. M ORTO N, M. D .,
Practitioner o f Medicine <§* Surgery.
P . S . He would also take this opportunity to correct a 
false report in regard to having sold out his right of Prac­
tice. This lie conscientiously denies having done.
Gardiner, April 7, 1847. 3S
R. B R IG G S’
by
V E G E T A B L E  B I T T E R S ,  for sal 
A. T . P E R K IN S.
Townsend’s Sarsaparilla.
r | H I E  subscriber is agent for this valuable Compound.
A. T . P E R K IN S.
I OLAR, Camphene, and 
> by 27tf
Astral Lamp W icks, for sale 
H. C. PO R TER .
’ | J EW  ORLEANS S Y R U P ,-  
_1_ vl and for sale by
-just received a few bbls.,
A. T . P E R K IN S.
FreiEch P a p e r  13angm gs.
7 |1 W O  Cases just received and for sale by
42 F . G LA ZIER , J r .
Farsfii fo r  S a le ,
THE subscriber has a small farm for sale, situated about three miles from the village—under a high state of 
cultivation, with good and convenient buildings, and cuts 
about 40 tons of upland hay. A. T . PE R K IN S.
Gardiner, April 14, 1847, 40tf
28tf
W . I . an ti G ro ce rie s .
pi H E subscriber keeps constantly on hand a prime as-
F r ic t io n  M atches.
THE Subscriber will supply Traders and Toddlers with Boston, New' York, or Gardiner Friction Matches, 
chaeper than can be purchased in any other place in New  
England. Said Matches are put up with or without Brim­
stone, and warranted first qualify,
July 16th 1817. ’ WILLIAM PALMER.
sortment o f all kinds of Groceries.
48 A . T . P E R K IN S
Trusses and AMomidal Supporters.
JU ST  received a complete assortment. For sale by' “48 A. T . P E R K IN S.
CHEAPER than tho CHEAPEST
0  q i p o
O U L D  res p e c t f u l l y ^ ^ f ^ f ^ ^
R A I L R O A D  L I N E  FOR M
P o r t l a n d )  L o w e l l  a n d  B o s t o
received
which c o „  iowee
he sold at a very small advance
M S  §%Deterral, black and, colored Alpaccas,
Cloths, ’O regon ., Ginghams Musnns,&e
i t S s S E K  o ftown put together
min mu .. and plaid Casln _
t l r Leanest article— Imitation do—-B arege  
nicest down to the c i__  __ j „u vinrlc.
black S ilk — plain, n  *- _i_ t  ,1..— Baresre
W o r s t e d — a n d  a l l  o i l i e r  k i n d s .
C overs, ^riiite, brown «nd^c Bib'bons,  Carpet B ags, 
W h l w  T a fScl“ »».l Cord, F r in ges, w hite n,..l coloredW indow x ..... - -
Linen— and a large assortm ent ot
k’T ' » UrJ
Goods Store.
Live Geese and Common Feathers
W c receive w e e k l y ,  warranted clean, or the m oney refunded
IV cy  3  be “ hi I.; » I - - .  I>™« t l» »  « »  >»
.1,0 lam e nualitv: best o f L ive G eese F eath ers, 2 *■ |*>
m w e tw ice  .  week , ,hro
N . B.
the season T he latest styles w ill alw ays be on hand.
Gardiner, Maj' 27 , 1847. 4 5 tf
j%r e  w  A  r  p  a  n  »  c  e h  e  n  I
O U L D  respectfully inform their numerous riencls 
v «  and customers, in G ardiner, A ugusta, H allow ell, 
W aterville, Richmond, and B ath , that they are about to 
make a change in their business. H avin g lmen engaged fo:
some time past in manufacturing Boots and Shoes, at whole­
sale and retail, they are about closing up their retail business 
in Ladies’ B oots, Shoes & Rubbers, and w ill turn their a t­
tention solely to M anufacturing; G e n t le m e n ’s B o o ts  
of every kind and description; and they flatter them selves, 
from ;i thorough knowledge o f  the business, and close atten­
tion to the art o f Boot-m aking, that they will be enabled to 
supply the retailers o f  B oots on the K ennebec, by the case , 
in any quantity, at short notice. T h e  subscribers are both 
practical Boot-m akers, anil for neatness, style, and durabili­
ty, thev will be surpassed by none. D ealers in B oots , lie- 
lore going to Boston to purchase, arc respectfully invited to 
call and exam ine our stock o f
S P R I N G  A N D  S U M M E R  B O O T S .
All orders by mail promptly attended to, and all work  
warranted. T he subscribers w ill guarantee that any of the 
retailers on the K ennebec, who purchase Boots o f  them , w ill 
get as good an article as can be had in B oston  or any part 
of M assachusctt, and as cheap, for they em ploy none but 
first rate workmen. Boots made o f  French, E nglish , and 
American stock— all o f w hich w ill be sold cheap.
One and all are invited to call and exam ine for them ­
selves. Term s liberal. T h e subscribers can be found, after 
the first o f  April, over the Franklin B ank , W ater S t .
G E R R IS H  & W R IG H T ,
inarch 31. 37 tf Boot M anufacturers.
F u r n i t u r e ,
Looking Glasses, Clocks and Chairs.
s e & gb&b  &
A T  their W are R oom s, Corner o f W ater and Bruns­wick Streets, can now offer to the public as goo-1 an 
assortment o f Furniture as can be found on the Kennebec 
R iver, and at such prices as cannot fail to satisfy those who  
are in want. They are also constantly manufacturing Fur­
niture o f all kinds, and any article called for, not on hand, 
will be furnished at short notice.
L o o k i n g - G l a s s e s .  T hey have just received a  com ­
plete supply o f L ooking-G lasses, which they can offer as 
low as can be found at any other place.
B r a s s  C l o c k s .  T h e m ost splendid assortm ent that w as 
ever opened on the Kennebec river, at all prices, from Jjf'2 
to $ 1 2 ,— comprising in part, common B rass C locks, w ith  
or without Mirrors— Alarm do— 1-2 Column 30 hour G oth­
ic—8 day round Gothic— and day Column do— splendid 
pattern 8 day Gallery, various styles.
Those in want o f any o f  the above articles, are requested 
to call and exam ine before purchasing elsew here. 47
s
T E A M E R  H U N T R E S S ,  C A PT. DAVIS 
C H A R D , leaves H allow ell at 8 1-2, Gardineratjj
Richmond at 9  3 -4 , and B ath at 11 A. M.,i
W ednesdays , and F rid a ys , for 1 ortland, where pagsZ?] 
can take the 3 o ’clock train o f  cars for Lowell and2S
rrive in Low'ell at 8 o ’c lo c k ; also in Boston at 8 
sam e even ing.
R etu rn in g — Cars leave the Lowell Depot at 7 o’clofV. 
3\ f -  also  leave  the E astern and Maine Uailrod JWT 
Boston at 7 A . M . ,  connecting with the H U R T R ^ f  
P O R T L A N D , w hich leaves for the KENNEBEC ^  
dkifely on their arrival.
B a r e — H a llo w ell, Gardiner & Richmond to Lowell
“ “ “ to Boston, jj
B ath to L ow ell, - - - - . a
"  to B o sto n , - - -
H allow ell, G ardiner St- Richmond to Portland u
B a th  to Portland. - . jj
Passengers for L ow ell w ill notice % the New Arm* 
mi nt, that by taking the Huntressi they will write in 
the sam e even in g , thus avo id  having to a t  Ho Boston to. 
to L ow ell. A lso , Passengers can have their choice of J 
ing the U pper or L ow er R oute to or from Boston 
IjCPP assengers or Freight taken or left at any of ^  
pots between Portland and Boston.
A G E N T S .— A . T . P k r k i n s , Gardiner; C. G.];i(- 
k l d k r , H allow ell; C.  G o w k s , Augusta; R. W, pJ  
W aterville; J.  E .  B r o w n , B ath . 42
K E N N E B E C  A N D  B O S T O N
STEAM NAVIGATION, for 1847,
T h e  new, elegant and fastsaiS» 
Steamer
E a  F  A W E B I U
C A P T . N . KIMBALL, ’
W IL L  leave G ardiner for Boston every Munin^ j 'T hursday , at 3  o ’clock  P . M ., for Boston.
$*2 ,0 0  ) M*2,00 j E
side o f  T  W harf,
eaU
xtra.
Boston,
B a r e  to  B o s t o n ,
“  L o w e l l ,
R eturn ing— L eaves N orth  
erv T u esd a y  and F r id a y  even ing
It is unnecessary to say anything in praise of tlie 
bee; the travelling public are by th is time well satisfied ( 
her superior qualities as a  sea  l»oat.
43  G E O . E . STONE, .4;*,
K n i i i e h c c  a n d  B o s t o n , — 184?
T h e com m odious and fast sailing Stent
F 1 3 A I S T F 1 :  O A K .
C A P T . XV'. H . BYRAM, 1  
IL L , until further notice, run as follows U,
P . M.
G ardiner every  T u esd a y  and Friday, at 3 o’iW 
—for B oston .
B a r e  to  B o s t o n ,  * 1 ,5 0  ) Mrals S
i i  L o w e l l ,  * 2 ,0 0  5 Extra. *
R etu rn in g — W ill leave N orth end o f T  Wharf, Ihj* 
every  W ed n esd a y  and S a tu rd a y  evening, at 7 o’clock. T
S tages  w ill lie in readiness at the sc ven d  Landings oS 
B oat, to convey passengers E ast or W estlan d  the steaaa, 
A gaw am  and Phoenix w ill run in connection with het* 
the R iver.
QtJ=»Freiglit taken at the usual rates.
4 3  G E O . E - ST O N E , J jr i
T H E  L A R G E S T  S T O C K  OF  F A S H I O N  A B L E
R E A D Y - M A D E  C L O T H I N G ,
Shirts, Bosom s, Collars, H andkerchiefs, G loves, Flannel 
Shirts, together with a variety o f  other articles.
Those that are in w ant o f  fir s t rate C lothing, are invited  
to call and examine my stock before purchasing, as I am  
elling Clothing at prices that w ill defy com petition.
C. II. P . keeps constantly on hand Broadcloth, C assi- 
mere and V estings, and T ailors’ T rim m ings, which w ill be 
made up to order, and warranted lo  fit.
Cutting done at short notice. 45tf
G ems of T hought.— Neither a single bad 
action, nor a single bad habit, ought to con­
demn a man, lor he may himself condemn the 
one, and be trying to get rid of the other all 
his life.
I would reject the thought that if relioion is 
not true, there is no difference between man­
kind and the brutes. The very power of con­
ceiving the idea of religion, make a great and 
happy difference.
A man should stand in awe of his prejudices.
Prejudice is an opinion or feeling, not for 
which there is reason, but for whieh we can 
render none. The feeling or conviction of 
truth is one ; the power of vindicating it, an 
other. Most of our opinions are a mixture of 
reason and prejudice.
Men soon acquire talents for offices of trust
T 1
A T  A  D I S C O U N T !
HE Stock of a Merchant Tailor, consisting of Broad, 
cloths, Plain and Fancy Cassimeres, do. do. Doe­
skins, Tweeds, Satinetts, Vestings, Black Silk Velvet, 
Black Satin, Linen Drills, &c., bought at a large discount, 
and will lie offered very cheap, at
CHADWICR’S DRY GOODS STORE,
Opposite the Gardiner Hotel. «-/J)
march 23. 36tf
C o l c o r d ’ s  f l j i i s t r a l c .
A C E LEBR ATED  article for the preservation and 
«  grow th of the Hair—-for sale only by 
40 C. P . B R A N C H .
W A R R E N S  S A R S A P A R I L L A  B I T T E R S ,—-jus received by A. T . P E R K IN S .
U i m c :
1 3 0  CA? K S ~ ° F LIM E~ 1R>r sale byjune 3. JO H N D E N N IS .
D R. W O O D ’S Sarsaparilla and W ild Cherry Bitters Just received a fresh lot, by A . T . PE R K IN S
Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance 
Company,
A PPLICATIONS for Insurance ill the above Company received by C. DAN FORTH.
Gardiner, Jan. 22,1847,
Tha t can be fo u n d  in  Gardiner, is selling by
C  . 13 . i * A  n  T  as 6 J> G  E  5
-------T A I L O R  A N D  D R A P E R . -------
A M O NG  the articles offered may be found— D r e ss  &  F rock  C o n ts, black, blue, C assim cre, D oesk in , 
and Satinett P a n ta lo o n s , black Sa tin , Fancy S ilk , and 
Cashmere Y e sts , Green Jackets, O veralls, plain and stripec : r ' < „ i i . . _ „  u __u..... i ■ r. ....  t' i.... i
S a b b a t h  S c h o o l  B o o k s .
r B N H E  subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools  
JH- w ith all the publications o f the Am . 8 . S .  U nion, at 
Boston prices. Among them are the following :
T I I E  C O M P L E T E  S .  S .  L I B R A R Y ,  o f  511 bound 
Y °ls ., with 100 catalogues to correspond, including 2 B ib­
lical M aps, in a case with lock and key. P rice 8 1 0 0 ,—  
without case, $ 95 .
I H E  C H E A P  L I B R A R Y  , o f  100 V o ls ., selected from 
the above, plainly and strongly bound. P rice $ 1 0 ,— w ith 
case, 11,50. s
I he Union Q uestions, Child’s Scripture Q uestion B ook , 
Union Bible Dictionary, &e. F . G L A Z IE R , J r .
Gardiner, July 23, 1S47.
N e w  B o o t s  a n d  S h o e s  /
j  H A S  just received, direct from the Manufacto- 
l ie s ,  a splendid assortm ent o f Boots and Sh oes, 
adapted to the present and approaching season. 
Among which arc—
Ladies’ Black I rencli Kid and Morocco B u sk in s  m nl 
Slippers; American K id B uskins, S lips and T ie s; do. 
Gaiter B oots; black and Bronze P o lk as; M isses’ black & 
bronze Polkas, Buskins and T ie s ;  Children’s Shoes, o f  a l­
most every description; M E N 'S  G O A T  A N D  C A L F  
B O O T S ;  Boys’ do. d o .; M en’s G oat, C alf and K ip Bro­
gans and Shoes; Boys’ anil Y outh’s do.
.Making in all as good an assortment as wras ever offered 
for sale in this town,— all o f which w ill lie sold at a fair 
price for cash. Purchasers are invited to call and exam ­
ine for themselves.
qC^Cash paid for old Rubber. 43 Mav 13.
N E  W  S T O C K  O F  
w C J  ^  C j£ l>  <2 D  d O . 3  
F e a th e r s  a n d  l io o h iu ^  G la sse s .
W ° W  °Penin? at C H A D W I C K ’S  D ry  Goods Store, 
a rich and desirable stock o f  D r y  G o o d s, of every  
description, adapted to the season. As it would be tedious 
to enumerate articles, Mr. C. hopes liis friends and custom- 
erers, and the public generally, in want o f Dry Goods, w ill 
favor lnm with a call before purchasing, as he thinks he can 
fhow them a richer and more desirable stock than is usually
brought into this market— and at
^ Y Z E Y  L O W  P R I C E S .
A lso, a fresh lot o f Super L ive Geese and Russia F  
ers, and 1 case o f Looking G lasses,
Gardiner, May, 1847. " 43^
[F rom  the Commercial Advertiser.]
T O  T I I E  B A L D  A N D  G R E Y . ]
I k you w ish a rich, luxuriant head o f hair,.five fron-il 
druff and scurf, do not fail to procure the genuine Raktf 
Colum bia, as manufactured by Comstock & Co- fiicaift 
baldness, it w ill m ore than exceed  your expectations. ■  
ly who had lost their liair for twenty years, have Had iti» 
tored to its original perfection by the use »f t’dis Bik 
A ge , state or condition appears to lie no obstacle whawt 
It also causes the fluid flow w ith which tlie delicac lnirtl 
is filled ;hy w hich m eans, thousands have had thsir karr* 
tored. In all cases o f  fever, it wil l  lie found the un>.Qple» 
ant wash that can lie used. A  few application* only a 
n eeessa iy  to keep the liair from falling out. In stH-iis'dil 
thc ro o ts ; it never fails to impart a rich glossy 
and as a perfume for the to ilet, it is uncqualed.
Sold  W holesa le , by R O S S  & P O O R , (laic Cwnxtorkl 
R o ss ,)  19 Trem ont R ow , B oston . A lso, by his Agcn M  
Gardiner, A . I .  P k r k in s , C . I*. B r a n c h , and G. I. 
A tw o o d . 6n,i
S S o o i n  P a p e r .
W )L  F  A L M E R  has for sa le at liis Store a smallRoeom  Paper, w hich he wi l l  sell cheap. 
July 16, 1847.
loft!
B l a u  s o rOB* VI II T e m p e r a n c e  H o i k
T H E  fo rm er  ‘N e w  England House, ;nsi
W ashingtonian H o u s e ,’ has beenrewth en­
larged nnd  rem odeled, thoroughly J npsirfd, 
nnd opened by the subscribers, as file Hail-
sgor T e m p e r a n c e  H o u s e .
T o tbe public, w e beg leave to say , that in the entire reno­
vation o f  this H ouse, the proprietors had in view tlie com­
fort and convenience o f  the travelling community, nK>re flat 
“ dollars and cen ts” — that the fitting up and furnishing wm 
designed to place its rank w ith the first Hotels in .Ne* 
England.
Stric t Temperance principles in its management, wr pMp 
ourselves to adhere to— and aside from alcoholic drink* we 
we will endeavor to g ive our patrons accommodations inte­
rior to no other H ouse and on as reasonable terms.
Connected w ith this establishm ent is a good S T A B U  
w ith an experienced O stler alw ays on hand, and at lioinci 
this department.
On the arrival o f  the steam lxiats, coaches will nlvtokt 
in readiness to convey passengers to thc House and cl* 
w here. ,s . I,A BA REE & SON.
B angor, June 25 , 1847. 3m49*
T E M P E R A N C E H O US E
u r  ...a . __;i__ .^.1. ^  -THF, suliscrilier takes tin.' uppm tuniti to inforrikii friends nnd the public that lie lias built an addition* 
Ins H ouse w ith  a splendid H all. S a id  house has Itcrtfc 
ted up m good style, and is to lie called tlie
S  E  D  G  W  I  C  K  H O U S E .
Phis H ouse is situated at B enjam in’s R iver, Sodewkt 
* ■''/'‘--“ tn ivclliug  for pleasure, or gentlemen on butinrii 
will find at this H ouse all the substantial*, with manvof* 
luxuries of life, and should any desire to enjoy thc rich see*- 
erv o f  this rom antic, but delightful spot, thev inay do6o,« 
all conveniences for ruling, hunting, fishing or railimjupd 
down am ong the Islands arc at hand. T hc proprietor ]>Mt» 
„ >Cht cx< ‘ »o furnish the rambler and the wcarttW- 
ctlcr every dainty the m arket affords. ,
with*—ClleCl ,Q 11,0 estnW islmient is a convenient STAPLE,
w it , 'an cjrP*r ‘rn Ced and obliging  o stler, in w aiting, rcadtanJ 
w illing to do the bidding o f  all w ho may l>u pleased to.'nale
a call.
S ed g w ick , July 1 , 1S47 . H E N R Y  LELAND.3iu50
T E M P E R A N C E  ! T E M P E R A N C E !!
M’H E R E  are a ll the teetotallers, andothr 
tem perance fo lks, w ho have so long and S
loudly been calling for a thorough going
l e m p e r a n c e  H o u s e
m  A ugusta, anil have complained so mock
and mourned so dccnlv liecnnso . 1' ... . . .f i ’ , aKO thcy " e r e  under thc nem- 
n  .1 i1 , ,f  sucl1 a bouse, o f  stopping at a 1
D o they not know that the G a g e  H o u s e
urn tavern L
. xfjenso, f .r  a pulilic ln m ..-; ,, . . . . . ' . . . . i *
delightful situation. It is now kept hrtions, and is inMr CHART T’sj T'DiJi.-ri , is  now Kept m
h c‘ Sons o f - r  F I lE E M A N , a distinguished member of 
I S  U , ? „ mTLrance’, * very  attentive and obliging
l td e r  itnc:v rcd £ r.eat onerous liabilities in
I t  ac5pmmodatc the public i„ th is respect
see to it that lie is well sustained 
Augusta, Jan. 22 , 1847.
hligi g 
ities in 
Let them
2 7 t f
cath-
IE a  m i  f o b * S t i S e .
N the V illage o f P IT T S T O N , about 3-4tbs o f  a mile 
Ja. north o f the Ferry landing, on the road leading to lln l-  
iowell, a Farm o f about SO acres, known by the°nam e of  
the “ Jew ett Farm ,”  w ith a spacious two story brick D w el­
ling House, good Barn and outbuildings attached.
„ 1 Ik; Douse is very pleasantly situated, and commands a 
.ne view  ot the river. T he above property w ill bo sold 
••  term s liberal. Any person wishing to obtain such 
property will do well to call and exam ine immediately 
•U>ply t° H IR A M  S T E V E N S .
Pittston, Feb. 4 , 1847. 29
A  *  H *  i l  «  U S E .
- . . .  s_ubserilxT would respectfully inter id
G reat B argain .
r s p H E  Building recently occupied as a Shingle M ill, and
xt . T u  T o , 1’"'' HR a. Sa.ri> and Blind Factory, at tbe 
New Mills \  lilage, 111 Gardiner, with a new set o f  ma-
27tf
W o o d en  an d  W il lo w  W are .
S ^ ' B S , Pails, Clothes Horses and Reels, Dippers and 
-B- Bowls, M i How Chairs, Cradles, Wagons and Bas- 
| kets; Brooms, Brushes, and Mats, &c. for sale by 
jan. 21, 27tf H . C. P O ltT E R ,
1 • c V ,, J "**-** ** it .-'l l uj 1
chjnery o f superior quality; also, a Shingle machine, 
prime working order, with a quantity o f lumber on hand, 
will'Lie sold cheap for cash or approved credit. Further 
particulars can be bad bv culling on the subscriber
„  .. „T „ „ R O B E R T  M O T H E R .
Gardiner, May 13, 1847. 43^
lilf'd iciiies.
H E subscriber, having returned from Boston with 
full and complete assortment of Drugs, Medicines 
Chemicals, English Extracts, &e., which were selected 
with an eve to tlicir purity,—respectfully invites the atten­
tion of Physicians and others in want of pure and genuine 
Medicines, to his afsortment, feeling confident that their
...211 l.„  J1..!!.- ../.nlLn.l n o it vairti tvlc m iolitir Cl 11 ft
H A D E S and Chimneys for Solar and Astral Lamps
just received and for sale by 
jan. 21. 27tf
H . C. PO R T E R ,
D a g u e r r e o t y p e  M i n i a t u r e s
-——•n r a tl y  e x ec u t ed  b y -------
N E W E L L  D A Y .....G A R D IN E R .
E a r t h e n  a n d  s t o n e  m  a r e .— a  good assort,ment ot common Earthen and yellow Stone W are  for 
sale by2 i H . C. rO R T E R .
jan. 27tf
lliGCllC GS)  I l l  Slf60 tlI1611l9 It-Lllll  L-UllllUUllv Ubtll llt- D U'H AT \  IV A7ncr*cs AT rt A ~
expectations will be full, realized, as it regards quality and '  ase8« MuSs> ne\v h-v
nrioes. C. P. BRANCH. | ” ________________ 2 7 t f .............  H . C. P E R K IN S .
ly and accurately E A T H E R  D U S T E R S , for sale by
47 * !-*• 27tf H . C. T O R TE R .
prices
3Cr Physicians’ prescriptions careful
dispensed.
H A V IN G  received instructions o f one o f the most distinguished artists in these parts— Mr. S i i .sby__
Houses tor S a l e .
T H E  subscriber offers for sale the fob 
lowing H ouses:__
»r»:fh,eh*T e at ,he c°rner of Beech nnd 
- Y« li n  ■’ recently occupied by Rtv. 
.... , , >' M* R- B \ n c o c K .
Btarch.mU;,ho0usen  ^  ° n W atcr *<"**. known as .1*
o f  t h e  P n p e r ^ l j ' . >t,W0 C t m t n i 1  “ t r e c t » i m m e d i a t e l y  west
credit. Ono.fifthmr tuT V° 'J ?"<l 0,1 v«'ry
cash, or secured bv P"relmso money will Is- required in
J •* ...................
Al the llOUsiP 1’nnnnfl.. _____ 2_1 1 « m-
m e d l ^ l y ^ K i u L T r * '  S. «•
G ardiner, M ay 11 , 1847. U. II. GARDINER.
48tf
PC
bis ti ionds and the public that the above 
H ouse is now opon fi>r the reception of com- 
puny, and that he w ill be able to wait cu 
inose w ho may favor him  w ith a eall
1 ■ „  , THEODORE CARYCuhus, March, 10, 18-17. 34v '
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N o t i c e .
debted^to^her'toVnnke^m r,'<l’K'8' o f  in‘
often called, and has w n i.h i .! la m e n t .  She hns
Pliosc who disregard th is 'call Z  i IT , -Iwii- ....... ...:u 1 , 3 ' .» al|b delay the adjustment of
m ake 1 ‘ ‘■7a™
. , thorn O
uttended to.
their accounts, w ill bo obii<ro,l ♦ 1 -  .
other person. It is to ho h t? n'”ke settlem ent with some 
w ill be immediately a tten d s!1? ,? ’ thoreforc» tliat this requert
he flatters himself drat he can give satisfaction to all those 
who may favor him with a call. Then, as opportunity of­
ters to secure a memento o f real life, which upon a  final 
separation no price could purchase, delay not, for th is rea- 
BO,V  * 11: separation may be sudden,
h°se w aitin g  to obtain 1-2 plate instruments, would do 
well to give him a call, 4Q
Gardiner, May 27 , 1847.
45tf
P e r f u m e r y .
A N C Y  Soaps, Hair O ils, Brushes, &e. & c., in ereat 
variety, for sale by C . P . B R A N C H
t t u s t  f t n d  O i l s .
river ls c,ln '*• purchased on the
------- ------------------------ -------  A , T .  P E R KINS,
S a n d  rS a n d  !
3 5 0 0  £ m 115 L V  1>lum L la.n l Sand.
. aid by thc M asons to  lie the best article
Jt i«
in use. For 
June 10th
sale liy G, W. LOWELL. 
47
